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PREFACE 

The following pages .. contain a re-evaluation of Mexican-American 

diplomatic relations from.1825 to 1845, :irnmedi~tely prior to the out

break ·of the . .Mexican. War-..... a subject contemporary historians have long 

agreed needs updating~. From. the first accounts to the most recent 

scholarship, writers have been generally.content to 'declare that the an

nexation of Texas and .. the claims of American citizens against the Mex- -

ican government were the two events that di:rectly caused the war., The 

burden of this study. is to trace the steady deterioration of those rela

tions relative to the issues between the two countries from its begin

ning, not.as a single.event but as a process--which required twenty 

years of deterioration before resorting .to hostilities for settlement of 

differences., This thesis attempts.to analyze, and at times to question, 

the formulation of the foreign .. policies of both countries and the ef

forts of the.ir resp.e.ctive secretaries of state and their resident 

foreign ministers to carry them out o 

The writer avails. himself of the opportunity to express his sin

cerest appreciat.ion to those outstanding .. members of the faculty of the 

Oklahoma.State University History Department who gave so generously of 

their time in the. preparation of this thesis~ · The writer owes a special 

debt of gratitude to Doctor Odie B. Faulk, the major thesis adviser, 

whose constant encouragement,. infinite patienqe ~ and skillful curriculum 

planning assured the co:m.plet.ion 'of this thesiso Further, the writer 

wishes .t,o ... ~cknowl.edge .. his .. appr..ecia:t.i.on .. to Do.ctor H,, James Henderson, 
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whose gracious assistance in the f'inal prepa;r,a.:r.ion of' this thesis was an 

invaluable contribution9. Finally, in addition to the sacrifices made by 

his daughter, Marla, and. his son, Victor, the writer expresses his 

thanks to his wife, Barbara Jackson Reynolds, who faithfully and pa

tiently. corrected his .gr.ammar., ... r.e.ad, edited, and typed the manuscript .. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Americans on both continents of.the Americas were expressing grow-
. , . . . . 

ing concern over the political unr.e.st in Europe created by the Holy 

Alliance in the early 1820'se These liberal revolts in Europe would 

have far...,reaching effects on American dipl.OJD.1:l.CY throughout the Latin 

American countries and especially in.Mexico from the very beginningo 

Leaders in the United States were diametrically opposed to European 

political thinking concerning .. the divine right of kings to rule, but 

were in complete accord with the numerous liberal revolts associated 

with Federal-Republican. prindrple.s. being .. staged by the new. breed of 

nationalists emerging in the decade of the 18;20's .. 

In Spain, civil war had erupted between the liberals and the con-• 

servatives, and the Bourbon Monarch, King Ferclinand VII, was deposed in 

1819e France, trying to recover the prestige it lost by the termina

tion of the Napoleonic wars, was determined to restore the ousted 

Spanish king, who was a cousin of the French monarch, Louis XVIIIo In 

1823, when French bayonets restored King Ferdinand VII, the event sig

naled the renaissance of American polit.ical thinking., Historians 

generally agree that . the French invasion of Spain was the incident which 

moved the American Secretary of State, John Quincy Adams, to encourage 

President James Monroe to deliver his famous speecn to Congress in 

December of that year, . which . soon became known as 11The Monroe 

l 
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Doctrine. ,.l 

The Monroe nia:n'ifesto was .. additiona.lliY aimed at checking the French 

desire to place Bourbon Span:i:sh· princes on' newly c:reated ··Span±sh

American thrones-. under French control.. 2 The United States had suffi

cient cause for alarm owing .. t.o the political developments in Mexico when 

the Mexican revolutionary, Agustln d.e Iturbide, had himself declared 
, . .· .. 

"Emperor Agustin I 11 in 1822... Although the situation was very uncertain, 

the United States proceeded with caution and decided to recognize the 

newly formed Spanish-,American republics in . .A..pril, 1822 .. The first for

mal .recognit.ion occurred when the United States received the Colombian 

charge d 1affaires in.June of that year., By December, 1822, Manuel 

Zozaya presented his credentials and was welcomed in Washington., Anoth

er three years would pass before the United States would be formally 

represented in Mexico City, however., The del~y was caused by the need 

to formulate a policy toward the external threat of monarchies in the 

new world and the internal political skirmishes of the period. Mexico 

looked upon the delay with suspicion, for it had come to think of the 

United States as a riva.l ~or territory and as an enemy of whom it should 

be wary .. 
'· 

In 1822, Zozaya warned his government that the United State_s 11will 

be our sworn enemies, and foreseeing this we ought to treat them-as such 

. 1samµ~ ~J\ffl!d,1; •• eel.., Tile_ l'l!:,jn ~;;¢an Pojcz of the )Jnited 
• . st.at.es, .. an)I:i.st.o'ri6~'f, Ip.t'ewi!'et~iQn:d(N:~w .,1'.;c;,rk, 1943 ; . ppTli:8-63.. · . . . . . •, . . 

2Ibid .. , p., 52.. Also see Irby c.. Nicholl?, J:i::!> , ,- "The Spanish .. .. . 
Colonial· Question and tl'-le Co.:i:J&;~ss . 9f,:;Y:._~f'?.M, ". ;~, Southwestern" Social_ .. 
Science Q11arterly, XL. (June, 1959), Po _32., Also see Dexter Perkinip; 
"Europe,. Spanish America.,and. Monroe Doctrine," American Historical 
Review, XXVII (October, 1921), pp .. 207-18~ . ·. · · · · · 
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from the present day. 11.3 · The Mexican government had good reason for open 

suspicion--there were filibuster threats, blatant oratory against the 

terms of the Adams-Onis treaty of 1819 which established the Sabine 

River as the western boundary of Louisiana, and defamatory remarks 

against the American government by the Spanish minister at Washington. 

In reply to these accusations, the Mexican President, General Guadalupe 

Victoria, in 182.3 said that the cit.izens of the United States were 

"ambitious people always ready to encroach" upon their neighbor's terri

tory and had not a "spark of good faith. 114 

The official attitude of the. Mexican government was thus already 

prejudiced against the American government; and to complicate matters, 
. . 

the same attitude was similarly established against Joel Poinsett, the 

newly appointed American minister to Mexico, even before he arrived. 

Poinsett in 1822 was charged with having openly expressed the desire to 

amputate a large portion of northern Mexico for the United States. 5 And 

finally, Pablo Obregon, who succeeded Zozaya, reported to his government 
. . 6 

that Poinsett was not, in his op.inion, na person of great talents." 

To be certain, Poinsett and the United States government and its 

citizens were under prejudicial handicaps which progressively and pos

itively made the situation worse. Poinsett' s personality was perfectly 

suited to the nature of his instructions writ·ten by Secretary· of State 

3Quoted by Jani.E9s·. Fr;eo.;Jµ.ppy,.,;,,Joel ... Poinsett ,. yersatile.American 
(Durham, North Carolina, 19.35), p~· 106. · 

4Ibid • 

. 5~ippy, .~ .. Poinsett, p •. 106. 
. . 

6Quoted by W;iJl~ .. ~. ~Ilil~g_, ;.EarlyDi;lomatic.Relations __ Between_ 
~ United States::and Mexico. (Baltimore, 191 ) , p. · 48. · 
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Henry Clayo These were ill-timed and.:iJnm,a.ture, and were resented by 

Mexico since .it was under the strong influence of the British govern

ment., On his arrival in Mexico on May 5, 1825, Poinsett appeared at 

once as a flaming evangel. of. republicanism. of the American mold, a cham

pion of popular: sovereignty, . an enthusiastic democrat, a confirmed free

trader, and an .ardent apo.stle Of the Monroe Doctrine--a combination 

Mexico neither wanted nor accepted~. Poinset:t•s mission was to negotiate 

for the acquisition of T.exas and .. evangelically'.to democratize the polit

ically backward Mexicans.o 7 The mission failed, as those after would 

fail, and basically for the same reasonso 

The United States has often been blessed with splendid diplomats 

who were forced to labor under foreign policies immaturely conceived and 

prosecuted., Poinsett' s instructions were far from tactful, and all too 

often so was he. The United States and its ambassador failed to account 

for the historical background of the southern neighbor when formulating 

foreign policy relative to that countryo The United States failed to 

recognize that during three hundred years of Spanish colonial adminis

tration, the Spaniards seldom allowed even the most privileged classes 

. (the Peninsular.es or, in Mexican .. der.ision, Gachupines) to hold governing 

positions of any authority,, The politically :immature and inexperienced 

Mexicans had no knowledge or experience with republican-democratic in

stitutions--their construction, their nomenclature, their mechanics, or 

their purposes. The United States had had almost two hundred years of 

experience with such government, while the Mexican had nearly three 

centuries of a rigidly stratified class society operating under the 

... 7American State,.,Papers.t.~Docum.ents,, Foreie _Relations,, Legislative,. 
~ Executive ,2!'.the' United States, VI (Washington, D~C., 1834), Po· 578. 



feudal system patterned after that o·t .. Spain,. the mother country. How 

the American government or its ministers hoped to convert the wayward 
. ' 

5 

Mexican in so short a time .is incomprehensible, and accounts in the main 
. . . . . . ' . . 

for their shortcomingso. l'he Mexicans, even if they had instituted a 

. democratic form of government, would not have known what to do with 

it....;.and it surely would have been rejected by them when they could not 
. ' 

make it work. Between 1821 and 1855 the ·form of government in Mexico 

was changed .... eight time.s,,,and the count:cy was ruled by thirty-five dif-
.. ' 8·· 

ferent administrationse 

................. _______ _ 



CHAPTER·II 

THE FORMATIVE YEARS, 1825-18·29 

Numerous difficulties.causing many delays attended the opening of 
' ' ' 

diploma.tic. relations between the United .Sta,tes and Mexico. The United 

States was in a quandary trying to decide what its stated policy toward 

monarchies in La.tin America was to be. Add;i.tionally, it was in the 

midst of internal political· sg,uabbles inlmediat.ely following the election 
. . ' ' ·, . . 

in 1824 of John Quincy .Adams to the Presidency, which was bitterly con-, 

tested by the partisan forces of Andrew Jackson. On January 10, 1823, 

President.James Monroe instructed Secretary of State John Quincy Adams 

to· offer Senator Brown of Mississippi. the position of Envoy Extraordi-
. . . . .' . 

nary and Minister Plenipotentiary t.o Mexico. Senator Brown declined the 

appointment and two days later. the r.es.ourceful Adams suggested to Monroe 

that the Mexican mission be ·offered to Andrew Jackson, probably in hopes 

that the aspiring s.ecretary might rid himself of a formidable rival in 

the presidential election the next year.1 Seventeen days later, on 

' January 27, Jackson's commission was drawn by President Monroe, but was 
. . . 

not addressed .to him by Ad~ until F.ebruacy 19. Jackson, having al

ready been nominated by.the Tennessee legislature as a presidential 

1Ma.nning,. Diplomatic Relations, P• 35. 
' . 

6 



candidate, refused..~ Shortly .after.. Jackson• s decision not to go to 

Mexico, the Iturbide m.onarchial interlude in that country was over

thrown. The aftermath was chaos and anarchy. 

The reconstruction of' the Mexican government further postponed the 

staffing .of the American legation. in the City of Mexico for another 
. . . . 

7 

year. By this time the presidential election of 1824 became a factor in 

Adams' · thinking. Monroe favored George M. Dallas for the post, while 

Adams chose Ninian Edwards, the territorial governor of Illinois, both 

of whom were avowed .disciples of John c •.. Calhoun, the powerful Southern 

leader from South Carolina. Of the two, Adams recorded his concern for 

the overall situation, "as to its bearing. on the presidential election, 

I must be indifferent between Mr. Edwards and Mr. Dallas, both of whom 

are avowed partisans of Mr .. Calhoun •. ,,3 Adams' arguments prevailed, and 

at last Edwards was appointed and confirmed by the Senate on March 4, 

1824.4 

Be.fore he could set out to Mexico, however, Edwards was politically 

sabotaged by one of Adams• presidential opponents, William H. Crawford 
. . . . 

of Georgia. Finding his case hopeless, Edwards resigned, and the United 

States' interests would wait a little longer. If the situation was ex

asperating in the United States, it was viewed as political intrigue by 
. . . . . . 

Mexico, which said that the post was being. held open in order that Adams 

2united States Department of State, Despatches ~ ,!!~ 2,• Ministers 
.. 12 Mexico, 1823"'.'."1906, Jackson to Adams, March 15, 1823. Hereinafter 
cited as Deiwatches. · 

(Phil!=, F~~~ ~t~,J!emoirs .£! John Quincy Adams, VI 

4:rbid., P• 245. 
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through . the issue might. buy. valuable support for the presidency~ 5 

The threatened return of .Iturbide' to power again delayed the Mex

ican appointment. As the delays lengthened, so did the number of 

candidates seeking to be the American representative. This time the 

.influence .. 0£ ... Hency Clay ~manif.e.sted. itself...... Clay was urging the appoint

ment of William Henry Harrison, who coveted the job. Adams, following 

Monroe's example, was favoring Joel Poinsett, .who also was sponsored by 

the Calhounites for Secretary of State. Clay, however, was easily man

aged when, in spite of Adams' personal dislike for him, he was chosen 

the next Secretary of State.. On .March 8, 1825, two days after Poinsett 

accepted the Mexican ministership, the Senate confirmed Adams' selec-

t . 6 ion •. 

Mexico's beginning.s as a free republic in 1821 were inauspicious. 

Mexicans were totally unprepared to govern themselves, having had no 
' ' 

experience in self-rule, complicated by the overwhelming poverty and 

illiteracy of the peasant masses, not to mention the preponderant power 

of the army and the church, which controlled the economic and political 
' ' 

life of Mexico's seven million people.o The inert masses could hardly 

discern the change between the Spaniards, who formerly ruled, and the 

new Creole leadership that replaced .them. The confusion was furthered 

with the emergence of the conservative and liberal factions .. 

The conservatives were typically holdip.g rigidly to their faith in 

the traditional institutions and practices "Of t:tie past, splitting only 

5cited .. by.MaI)Jling., .. Diplomatic Relations, pp. 41-~42· 

.. ~annJng, , .. Diplomatic: Relati~ns, ppa 43-44. 
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occasionally on the subject of the desirability.of kings. 7 

The Mexican liberals, however, were 11often doctrinaire Jacobins118 

frequently rent on a score of issues. The conservative Creoles-with 

notable exceptions,--espoused political centralism (strong national gov-. 

ernment) in league with the landed aristocracy, the clergy, and, later, 

advocates of the foreigner and his investments, thus revealing their 

Castilian temper and .... traininge- ... The .liberal Mestizos preferred the local 

autonomy of the. separate states, while associating the pretentions of 

the new Creole leaders with the corruptions of the viceroys. 

To Mestizo thinking,. liberalism..was a welcome departure from re

pressive rule of kings.. In this atmosphere of con.fused ideas and 

divided loyalties, cohesive nationalism.could not flourish .. These op

posing doctrines did, however, ·serve a purpose.. .After Iturbide's fall, 

they ushered in the advent of the caudillo9-usually a Creole-a prac

tice which to a degree continues to dominate to this day~ Politics in 

Mexico in the 1820's, if unstable,were at least predictable as one 

caudillo after another ruled by coup d'etat for the next one hundred 

years .. Characteristically, the Mexican reverses in government would 

begin with the issuance of a grandiose pronunciamiento ( or plan) calling 

for elaborate. political, but seldom social, reforms followed by the next 

dictator's vainglorious attempts,.to carcy them through., Chief among the 

8Ibido , Po 292e 

9caudillo. Spanish word meaning 11 chief, 11 or "leader," and by ex
tension 11dict~tor; 11 connotating .. a. strong, masculine boss having a 
personal following forming his support. 
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divisive caudillo.s.:.was the .perennial and ubiquitious Antonio r.lipez de 
I ' •, ' 

Santa Anna, who dominated Mexican politics for twenty-seven years (from 

1829 to 1855)010 

The caudillos of Mexico, oi' whom Santa Anna was the archetype, in

flicted upon Mexican political life. the cursf:l.of personalismo--a doc

trine which discards constitutions, political opposition parties, and 

ideals, while the demagogue .harnesses reasonable men that · he might main-

tain himself in powero Between 1829 and T848 Mexico was involved in 

four very costly wars. The conflict!3, com~d iwith the rapacious appe

tites o:C.,.the outgoing .. dictators, kept .. :the .publi,c treasury continually 
. . $ 

depleted;. The not..;;;infrequ.ent revolut.ionary .co~vulsions, which regularly 

alternated the liberal. .... f'.e.deralist and ... consecyative-centralist in Mexico 

City's nationa,1,.pa].a.ce, o'ft.en,forced the succeeding administration into 

the waiting;.arms of. f o.reign..bankers to conclude disadvantageous bargains 
. . 

to_ pay its debtso.11 This patt.ern of. chaos and lawlessness seemed fixed 

upon the. land of. Mon~ezuma.,. Into. this situat:idn came. the United States' 

first minister to Mexico, Joel Poinsett., 

Joel Roberts Poinsett was born in Charleston, South Carolina, on 

March 2, 1779, of.Huguenot parents whose ancesters had migrated to Amer

ica in search of religious fre:edom., From his father young Joel inher

ited an amalgam.,;of .. valuabl.e .assets.., His charming lllB.nners complimented 

his. social refinement;. his intelligence was in keeping with his consid-

.erable. .. accornpli sb:ment.s~in .America he was educated in Connecticut, 

while studying .. in London he easily mastered the classics and became . 

1~erring, p .. 2920 

ll!bido, po 296. 
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proficient in French, Spanish, .German, and.Italian. Finally he studied 

medicine at Edinburgh" The fortune.Joel inherited was considerably more 

solvent than his delicate constitution, although while young he was 

enthusiastic for an army career. When his father objected to his chosen 

profession in the army, Joel, although his heart was never in it, turned 

to the study of law. Wanderlust seized him, .and a year later his. formal 

education ended. 12 

In 1801 Poinsett 1 s several involvements in international settings 

began his diplomatic background. That year twenty~two year-old Poinsett 

set sail on an extended . excursion of Europe... During the winter of 1801-

1802, while in Paris, he witnessed the early rise of Napoleon, carefully 

noting the struggle between the old and the new. After a visit to 

Italy, he crossed the border into Switzerland where he met Madam de 

Stael and her father, Me Necker, whose first-hand account of the French 

Revolution he carefully recorded. After a. trip to Vienna, he returned 

home for a short time and then again trekked to Europe in 1806, arriving 

in Swedene From there he went to Russia. Poinsett spent the winter of 

1806-1807 at the St. Petersburg court, where he formally was presented 

to the Emperor Alexander I and was well received two years before the 

United States had a minister there. Alexander at once liked the young 

man and requested him to make a tour of Russia and bring him back a re-

port, which he did. In company with an Engl.ish friend, Lord Royston, 
' ' 

he journeyed through southeast Russia in the Caucasus provinces of 

Georgia and Armenia. From Prussia Poinsett returned again to Paris, 

where he arrive·d just in time to be present at the celebrated interview 

12Rippy, ~ Poinsett, pp.. 6--8. 
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between Napoleon and Count Metternich of Austria at the Tuileries .. 13 

Off the coast of Norfolk the Chesapeake-Leopard_affair had taken 

place, and Poinsett, always proud of his American citizenship, hurried 
. ' 

home in case of war between Great Britain and the United States. In 

1809 President James Madison connnissioned him to go to South America to 

monitor the pulse of the independence movements taking place thereo 

During his stay in South America (1809-1816) the·War of 1812 began. In 

Brazil (and previously in Portugal) Poinsett as consul general saw the 

dominant. influence .of Great Britain. In Buenos Aires, Poinsett' s ef

forts to introduce his influence were most effectively chedanated by the 

preponderant English control.. Chile presented a similar pattern, but 

the American commissioner managed to join the insurgent forces in 1812 

as .commander . o.f a .. corps-.. of. .. troops and persuaded Chileans to make war 

against. Peruo Poinsett sent many enlightening reports to the United 

States about events in South America-telling "much of the naked truth," 

as John Quincy Adams reported in his diary., l4-- Poinsett returned home in 

1816 but not without difficulty; the British commander refused to let 

him return by sea, and he was forced to make the arduous journey across 

the Andes. 15 

Poinsett declined a s:unilar c.ommission to return to South America 

offered by President James . Monroe in 1.816 in favor of seeking election 

. .. . . 1.;3,James. Mo:cy.op. .. ,,.q~l;+~~p;' ,;::{Un.~r.ican,.:,:Fqreie;n_ Policy .!.!! Mexican., Rela:-
t ions (New York, 1932), p. 32. . . . . . . 

14charles F. Adams, IV, p. J88. 

l5The information in this paragraph was pieced together from sev-
eral sources: Callahan, p. 32. George Lockharl Rives, The _United . 
States and Mexico, .1821 ... 1848.,. I.. (New .York, 1913), p. 162. Rippy, Joel 
Po.inset't-;-pp. 105-07. Michael Rheta Martin and Gabriel H. Lovett,
Encyclopedia. of Latin-American History (New York, 1968), P• 269. 
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to the state legislatur.e .o.f South Carolina. He was elected and served 

until 1821 .when he was elected as a member of the United States Con

gress, serving there from 1821 to 1825. In the latter part of 1822 

Congressman .. Poinsett was sent on a secret mission to Mexico, probably 

gathering intelligenc.eo He was well received because he could associate 

in official circles, being blessed with polished social manners and hav-. . . 

ing an excellent command of .the Spanish language. His reports to the 

State Department were prophetic ones, for much of what he predicted 

later came true, especially concerning the f~ll of Iturbide. The gov

ermnent relied heavily on these reports and made extensive use of them 

in shaping its foreign policy toward Mexico for Poinsett' s mission in 

1825.16 

When the selection of a minister to Mexico :wa,s finally made, Joel 

Poinsett seemed .a happy and. admirable choice. His extensive experience 

in. South America was vital; his .knowledge of the La.tin temperament and 

his easy co:rmna.nd of the Spanish language were important assets; he had 

proven his ability to pass among.Mexico's aristocratic leaders in 1822, 
I , 

and there was no reason for the American policy makers to doubt his 

ability to carry through the objectives of American foreign policy. 

Time, events, and British infiuence, however, were already working 
. . . 

against him, and from the time oi' his arrival Poinsett was in trouble. 

The repeated delays in the appointment o·f a minister and the establish

ment of a legation in Mexico City were observed with suspicion by the 

. 1~~:i..ng,_ Diplomatic.Relations~. p. 45, •.. Poinsett•s reports are 
held in the· archives of the Deparlment of Stat··e in manuscript form. To 
_the average American, Poinsett is best remembered for his discovery of 
the beautiful Christmas flower, the Poinsettia Pulcherrillla., · which he 
noted while on his mission to Mexico in 1822~ · 
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Mexican government. In addition the delay.had allowed the British to 

establish their legation two months ahead of the United States. The. 

official att.itude .. of Mexicans was already set against Poinsett because 

of the blatant oratories concerning the American dream to acquire Texas 

and their apparent hurry to do so.. Of all .the factors tending to frus- · 

trate his mission, the British influence managed by their young and . . . 

astute charg' d 1affaires, Henry .George Ward, was the most formidableo 
. . 

The British had established themselves as champions of the new and 

struggling.Ibero-American republics in their·fif!;ht for independence when 

Foreign Secretary George Canning had stepped in to prevent the Holy 

Alliance, and especially France, from materially aiding Spain to recon

quer her lost colonies in 1823 .. 17 This.act was w~lcomed, as were the 

new British ministers., When Canning heard of Monroe• s intention to act 

unilaterally via the Monroe Doctrine and not in concert with his maj

esty9 s government, Canning, not averse to stretching the truth, boast

fully declared that he had called 11.the New World into existence to 

redress the balance of the old. 1118. He feared 

that the United States would become the head and sole director 
of a 11Trans.;..Atlantic League" of 11youthf'ul and stirring nations" 
which would beco~·the rival of the 11wornout11 monarchial govern-
ments of Europe. · · 

17 Great Britain, British Foreign, ,Qff;ic.~ ,... British. and_ Foreign_ State. 
Papers, XI (Londonf 1812.;..1968), pp~ 49-51.;.,_or any careful study of the 
evolution of the issues and events before and after the Congress of 
Verona in September, 1822, which the European Concert Powers, England 
excepted, gave a silent a,cqµiescence to the French invasion of Spain in 
1823. 

18David C. Douglas, gen., ed .. , A. Aspinall and E. Anthony Smith, 
eds .• , _EngJ...ish.,;Hist.ortca,.l.)J.g·~ents,,_1783-1832,., XI (New York, 1959), 
P• 971. . 

l9James Fred Rippy,: The Uni~ed States and Mexico (New York, 1926), 
P• 3. - . ·- . 



Canning considered Mexico the key to British success in Latin America, 

and in that country he initiated a campaign to prejudice the infant 

republic against the United States-and succeeded. 

Another minister not previously injured by British intrigue might 

have succeeded in Mexico where Poinsett failed. His previous ex.peri-
. . . 

15 

ences in South America had done anything but make him an Anglophile. He 
I 

was humiliated in Argentina and Chile and cared very little for the 

British domination he had witnessed in Portugal and Brazil. His ardent 

adherence to republican democracy and his eagerness to :implement it 

would, in the end, be very injurious to him and to the United States. 

His conduct in. Chile in 1816 would repeat itself in Mexico in 1825. 

J. Fred Rippy, in discussing Poinsett•s activities in Chile reported 

that he "revealed an imprudent aggressiveness and a disposition to via-
. . .. 

late the rules of diplomatic decorum~•i20 Poinsett started his diplo-

matic dealing with the British and ended it the same waya 

Poinsett's long and detailed instructions concerning his mission 

in Mexico were written by Secretary of State Henry Clay., In addition 

to his instructions, he was furnished with a copy of former Secretary 

Adams' instructions of May 27, 1823, to the American minister to Colom

bia, Richard c .. Anderson. Clay outlined the Mexican mission as 

(1) To assure the Mexica~ govermnent of America's good will and 

friendly attitude; 

(2) to remind them that the United States had watched with sympa

thy and anticipat.ion the Mexican drive· for independence, and to stress 

that ours was the first government to recognize Mexican independence; 

20Rippy, Joel Poinsett, pp .. 105-06. - . 



(3) to point out that the Monroe Doctrine was to ensure La.tin 

freedom against any further European interference; 

16 

(4) to state that, although the American government expected no 

special favors for being first to recognize Mexican independence, it did 
. . . . . 

have a right to expect the concessions granted to other powers relative 

to m.ost~favored-nation clauses in connnerce and navigation; 

(5) to indicate that the United States would faithfully subscribe 

to the "principles or Intercontinental law in relations of Europe and 

America" as defined by the Monroe Doctrine, and ·to "urge upon the Mexican 

government the utility and; expediency of asserting the same principles 

on all proper occasionso" 

He also was 

(6) to secure (cautiously) an agreement as to the certain limits 

or the Adams-Onis treaty of 1819 or negotiate a new boundary beyond the 

Sabine and south of the Red and Arkansas Rivers. In return the United . 

States would assume its share of responsibility for restraining hostile 

Comanche Indianso The fixation of such a new line would relieve Mexico 

of t.erritory far remote from its capital, and, in· addition, the United 

States would assume full jurisdiction over the troublesome Comanche In

dians and prevent any future difficulties or collisions whiGh might 

arise owing to the extension of settlements. This amounted to an out

right cession of Texas, which the United States really wanted. Poin

sett, however, was empowered to accept the line of 1819 if Mexico 

refused to negotiate the desired modifications. Poinsett was 

(7) to ascertain and report any designs Mexico might have regard

ing Cuba re],.ative to the recent dei'eat of Spain by Simon Bolivar in 

Peru, and, if in his judgment the situation warranted it, he could 
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frankly. reveal. that American .. poJ.icy waa .. not .. to interfere with estab- • 

lished conditions there. He was to express the required degree of alarm 

if any. European .or Lat.in Ame~i.can ... power tried to alter it.. Further he 

could state that the position o·f the island "proclaims that it should be 

attached to the United States" rather than to any other American state. 

Jie was 

(8) to open negotiations for a road from the international border 

or Western Missouri to the Mexican city of Sante Fe; the·Mexican govern

ment was, of course, to pay the total expense of the project since the 

entire road would be in Mexican territory. 

(9) Finally, he was to express appreciation that Mexico saw.fit to 

incorporate into its constitution of 1824 so many principles already 

found in. the American. Constitution.anci-. 11to show on all occasions an un.

obtrusive readiness. to e~in the practical operation and the very 

· 21 advantages which appertain to our system.." 

The American Minister arrived on May 5, 1825, instructions in hand 

and ready to assume his post.. In his first official despatch from Mex

ico, Poinsett wrote to his chief in Washington to report his safe arriv-
. . . 

al and to describe the pr.ogress of events that' had taken place to tnat 

dat.e. 22 Whe~ Poinsett entered the Mexican cap:i,tal three weeks later on 

May 25, 1825, he requested an audience with Lucas Alaman, the Mexican 
. ' 

Minister of Foreign Relations, to pr.e.s.ent himself and his credentialso 

The reception was scheduled for June 1. 

The procedure for Poinsett' s reception was of his own making. In a 

. 21clay to Poins.~~1,., .. ~Kqh):~9,_""J~?.?,., .,.A..inerica,n _State ,Papers,.,.Foreigp 
Relations, VI, pp~ 578-81. . . . 

22- . 
-Despatches, Poinsett to Clay, May 5, 1825. 
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conversation with the Mexican Secretary of State, James Smith Wilcocks, 
. . . . 

the United States Consul at Mexico asked in wh_at manner the new. envoy 
. . 

would be received. The Mexican replied that as yet no set procedural 

format had been adopted by his govermnent for such occasions. Wilcocks 
. . 

wrote to. Poinsett explaining the circumstanceEi~23 Poinsett replied that 
. . . 

The United States will..be much flattered and I highly g;ratified, 
that this ... government. [Clf Mexi~o] should adopt the republican· 
s:implicity of our form of. rece.iving .foreign ministers [and] that 
if it · be the intention of this· goverrnnent to regard my reception 
as a precedent, I shall not be satisfied, ·but highly 24atified 
to be received with the utmost republican simplicity. · 

On the day preceding Poinsett's presentation the British charg~ 

d'affaires,Henry Ga·Ward, was formally received by the Mexican Presi-. 

dent, Guadalupe. Victoria.. Ward's affair. .. was attended only by the for

eign ministe:rs, secretaries of. the goverrmient and deputations from the 

ecclesiastical, civil, and. military authoriti'es. Ward, not to pass up 

an opportunity, alluded to the ·English as 11that great people who sustain 
' ' 

the liberties of the world" and professed the hope of eternal friendship 

with Mexicoe 25 Poinsett was received the next day, not to his liking 

but as he had requested., In his despatch of June 4, 1825, to Clay, he 

recalled that the forms and ceremonies were precisely the same, but in 

addition to those who had attended Ward's public audience "the room was 

crowded to· suffocation .with S.enators, Members of Congress, and respect

able inhabitants of the .city"...-in the truest republican simplicity., 

Poinsett on the occasion availed him.self of the opportunity to 

23Ibid .. , Wilcocks to Poinsett, May 12, 1825 • 

. .24rbid., Poinsett to Wilcocks, May 15, 1825 .. 

25A copy of George Ward's remarks were included in a Poinsett to 
Clay despatch dated June 4, 18250 
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carry out the behest. o.f .. Clay 1.s instructions and attempted 11to set the 

conduct of the United States toward. these countries [meaning Mexico and 

Colombia.] in it.s true light. •. 11 Finally in this cormnunication Poinsett, 
. . . . 

in cipher,, made .. his. first assessment. of. .. the situation in which he found· 
,' 

himself: 

It is mamfest .. that the· Briti.sh have made good use of 
their time and-".oppo.rtunit:ie.sa ... The President and three or -the 
Secretaries o£~Bta:te: treasury .and eccle~ia-stical affairs are 
inth~it int&rest:<> We fhave'.--a ;very respectable part;t·in both 
houses of.Congress anda vast majority of the people are in 
favor: ·:of . the strictest union. withzthe United States...-they 
regard the British with distrusta 

Here, at this early moment, Poinsett undertook to fulfill his mis

siono His remarks in his address to V1-ctoria were an attempt to exert 

American irif'lµence on the Mexican government to counteract what he ob- · 

viou~ly thought was undue English influence, not only upon the Mexicans 
i 

but designed .. against ... the Unit.ed States as well.. The British had been 

strongly active in Mexico for at 1.eas.t three years, as they were in 

South America, and the gu.lf.,o,£ enmity betweeh him and the British 

widened .. 

. WiJ l iam B •.. Manning, __ J .. rLhis -§aclY . .n1-p1.pmatic .. Relations Between_ the 

Unit.ad .States and.Mexico, apoJ.ogiz.ed for .. Poins.ett' s disdain for the Eng-. ...,.._ . . . . . . 

lish and for his eff.orts t.o counteract their influential position in 

Mexican politics a . Manning_ wrote, 

It is clear that he [Poinsett] did this not for his own 
pleasure: or pr.qr.it., nor ·:even· for·· the bene:!it of the,.United 
States, but for the good of.Mexico especially, and inciden-

.. tally f'or· ·the ·advama~ -~.f.:aU .. the free government·s · of Am~7ica 
as. opposed. to the .despotic syst.em of the European Powers. · 

.. 26nespatches, Poinsett to Clay, June 4, 1825., 

27~nning., Diplomatic. Relations, p.. 54., 
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Poinsett•s method of equaling_ the prior British gains was his con-· 

cept of the "American Party" which .included in its ranks those who were 

in sympathy with the republican institutions of the United States., Al

most immediate.ly Poins.ett jo.ined .. in league· w:ith these men, at their be

hest, and. formed. the York Rite Masons ...... which would eventually be his 
. . . . . . 

total undoingo Mexican political factions were divided into two camps-

the Conservativa-cent.ralis.t and their al] i eih .. the militant and die-hard 

monarchists supported by Ward; and Poinsett•s Liberal.:..federalists of the 

autonomous states rights persuasion .. The loyalties of these new fac

tions crystallized into the two branches of freemasonry-the former into 

the Scottish Rite Masons (the Escoceses) and the latter into the York 

Rite Masons (the Yorkinos)o 

The establishment of Masonic lodges.in Mexico began in 1806 under 

the direction of .the four operating lodges .existing in the Spanish Pen-

insu.J..a at that time .. 
, 

It has been reported that the precursor of Mexican 

independence, Father Miguel .. Hidalgo, be.came a member of the Order in 

18070 A year later the lodge was denounced to the authorities and its 

brethren were prosecuted and imprisoned before the tribunals of the In

quisition. Subsequently, Spanish,,troops. which landed in Mexico after 

1811 had among their ranks . a number of Mas.ens, and the organization be

gan anew., Later, Mexican delegates to the Spanish Cortes became broth

ers and on their return to Mexico they founded the Order of the 

28· 
Scottish Riteo 

William S. Parrott, who evidently founded the York Rite lodge in 

Mexico and later in .. Texas, wrote the following letter to Stephen F., 

28R. 1ves, 



Austin in 1827 admitting that 

·Every American flocked to our standard, .and we were soon able 
to outweigh the Anti-republican or Scotch part and they soon 
began to· charge .. Mr •. · Poinsett with the crime of introducing a 
system or ~chine_ by which he intended to carry on all his 
intriguese 2'1 · · · 
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Poinsett, on his arrival, discovered that there were already five York 

Rite bodies in existence but none had. chart.erso Poinsett, honoring the 

Yorkistas, requested and obtained. for them charters from the Grand Lodge 

of New.York, and in 1825 installed a Grand Lodge of the Rite in Mexico 

toasted by a "large part o.f the brotherhood [who] supped joyfully" at 

his houseo 30 

Poinsett 1 s Masonic confederates included such stalwart liberals as 

President Guadalupe.Victoria himself, two revolutionary generals, 

Vicente Guerrero and Santa Anna; Sebastian Camacho and Lorenzo de 

Zavala, both Senators; Miguel Ramos Arispe, the Secretary of Grace and 

Justice and major architect of the Mexican Constitution of 1824; and 

Jos~ Esteva, Secretary of the Treasury. The formidable opposition was 

headed by the Vice-President, Nicol's Bravo, who was the Most Worship

ful Grand Master of,.the Scottish Rite Lodge supported by Ward who became 

a memoer soon a~er his arrival in Mexico. 

The chartering of the.lodge only four months a~er his arrival 

marks Poinsett' s' first ''imprudent and .unauthorized excursion into local 

politics which seriously interfered with the success of his mission. i,31 

Hardly had the new Yorkinos been constituted than they began planning 

29callahan, p. 37. 

30Despatches, Poinsett to Rufus King, October 14, 1825. 

31 6 Callahan, p. 3., 



revolution. In reporting. his activities to Washington, Poinsett ex

plained himself. and .. his. connection relating that 

They were excluded by .. the President from that participation 
in the government to ·which they thought themselves entitled, 
and as,they felt conscious or superipr strength; were :resolved 
to overthrow their .adversaries. Still in a state of Revolution 
and ignorant of. the· force of public· opinion, and of the mean$ 
of .. pr.educing. a .. great moral ... ~e in an elective Government, .. 
they determined to effect the contemp:J..ated Re'\Tolution by the 
strong. arm.~ .On this occasion, this legation felt3;t their 
duty to interfere,· and to advise a milder course. 
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It worked for a time, but there was too much tempest in the Mexican 

political pot of tea for .truce to last over two years... At these devel-

. opmen:b:s. Palll.aetL.r.eal i zed .his deep ·involvement. and its implications and 

thereafter discontinued attending .. their .lodge meetings. But it was too 

late, and from this point ... on Poinsett and the United States had to 

weather a hurricane of criticism and .abuse., Poinsett seemed to sense 

that the organization of.Yorkinos would produce political hatred rather 

than strictly brotherly love but he abetted them anyway .. Later he said 

that he regretted that the organization had been political but that the 

movement was: gaining. new.strength .all .. t.he.:. t:ime.}3 Although Poinsett had 

droppe.d out .of .. the meetings as the public ... charges against his involve

ment were made known, the state elections of 1826 proved his utility. 

In -the .. stat.e-1.egisla:tmres. ofc.Puebla and-Vera Cruz the Yorkinos had 

-. _ .. ., -clf-~eat:ed....t.h.eir.;arcbrivaLEscoceses, but .. the latter. refus.ed to g~ve up 

. their seat-s---and .. trouble. ensued... Chang~ were also effected in the 

Mexican. Cabinet, because of "the elections. and the defeated Conservatives 

reacted. As the Yorlcinos .. gaine'd power ·it ~.s Ward's turn to be worried 

.32Despatches., Poinsett to Van Buren, March 10, 1829, • 

.33Ibid .. , Poinsett to Clay, August 26, 1826 ... 
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as he witnessed the decline .. of British influence along with it. For a 
I 

job well .done .Poinsett was assailed by Ward, while in June, 1827, the 

defeated cons.ervatives of. the Vera Gr.uz .... legislature publicly arraigned 

him in a manifesto .. twenty,,.,six .pages .. long declaring him to be "a saga

,cious and .. hy:pocritical fore.ign ... minis:t.er as zealous for the prosperity of 

his own country as [he was J inimical to ours.1134 

Aside from this l'unauthor.iz.ed excursion" into Mexican politics, 

Poinsett. endeavored. to. exercise his legitilljat.e functions--to carry out 

Glay' s in·structions. relat.ive to. the .Cuban problem. By 1825 Spain had in 

reality, if not for.mally .. ,.-lost control of all of her American colonies, 

save Guba and Puerto Rico, and .. when Poinsett arrived in Mexico it was a 
;/ 

question..o.f .. .int.er.natj_a.nal ... concern.. American~:.-on both continents and the 
.. , 

monar.chiaL .. courts. in Eur.ope. were wondering .. what might become of the two 

West India .. islands .. and .. how. any change .. migpt affect their interest in 

that pa'Pt.. of the world,; .The arguments .. were centered ~round events which 

occurred after the French, invasion of Spain in 1823,., 

It was e0neeivable that in .. r.eturn for the French support of Spanish 

absalutism the latter might .. ,.ce.de.. the.islands .. to France as a reward ... Or, 

the islands might .be used as a lure to England if they in turn would 

free Spain from the troublesome French., Mexico and Colombia were the 

strongest countries to emerge .. imme.diat,ely aft.er they overthrew the Span

ish and .. either country could have control~ed the islands if. they had 
' 

designs on them""."'-either jointly or separately,.,. There was also the 

possibility that Guba could revolt and rule itself, but if it did and 

34nespat.ches, the :µiani.f.e.sto .dat.ed June 19., 1827; was included in a 
Poinsett to Glay despatch,· July 8, 1827, along .. with his defense of him-, 
self. 
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failed ,there might. have been a wild scramble .. to see which outsider could 

step in. 

In 1825 the London Courier described Cuba as the "Turkey of 
Trans ..... Atlantic .. polit:ics.; ... tott.ering .. to her .. fall, and. kept. from 

..... ~i.ng-b¥- .t~gs.e who· .contend .f.or.. ... the right of cat.ch:ing her in 
. her descent. · · · · 

Into this dilemma stepped..Jo.el Po.insett, and Clay wanted him to 

sound out the officiaLMexican .. attitude on the issue. The American in-. 

terest in the question may have dictated the action Poinsett was to pur

sue in Mexico because the stated American policy was described by Clay 

in Poinsett•s instructions: 

The United States have no desire to aggrandize themselves by 
the acquis-ition of Cuba...i. :And· yet if that island is to be .. 

. made a .dependency o! any ene of. the American states, it is 
impo.s.s.ible not to allow. that. the law. of its posi~~on pro.CJ.aims 
that it should be attached to the United· States~ · 

It is possible, although no American record exists, that Poinsett 

himself took a p.ersonal interest- in acquiring Cuba for the United 

States. Pablo Obregon, Mexican Minister to. the United States, reported 

to his government .. in, l.825 that Poinsett had submitted a proposal to Con

gress suggestdng0 that ... the. Unit.ed. States t-ake the initiative to promote 

the freedom.of Guba •. Cuba hacLbecome a haven. for pirates operating in 

and around the Spanish;.Main and the proposa~ was, no doubt, mainly de

signe.d..to .rid the hemsphe.r.e. o.f these pirates, but Mexico was alarmed 

and interpreted Poinsett•s suggestion to .be the first step in a plan to 

....... ..}).Q.uo.t.ed....:by.,~,:Awlomati.c. Relatio.ns, .. p.. 90 •. 

36Ibid ... , p •. 105. Manning. q1::1otes this passage of Clay's instruc- · 
tions t'o Poinsett which is st:ill in unpublished manuscript form· in the 
Department of State archives.~· Some ext·ract·s of' the instructions 'are·-re
printed in the American: S:bat-e- Pa;eeps",·:;,For.ej.gn: Relations, V, P•'. .908, and 
VI; p. 578; and in United Stat-es -Gengress, ·.House· of' Representatives, 
H.ouse Executive Documents.,. 42-,- 25th Congress,· 1st Session, P•· 5; but ·not 
the above quotation. Hereinafter cited as H. Ex. Docs • ... ........ -
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seize the island for themselves,37 

At any rate it was Poinsett' s duty to maintain a close watch on the 

developments in Mexico relative .to the Cuban situation, especially if 
. ' ' 

launching an invasion was in the of:fingo. The amount of correspondence 

from Poinsett to his superiors in Washington almost reaches the volumi-
• • • • J 

nous stage on the issue and his influence .on Mexico's action in the mat ... . . . . . . 

... ter .. is ..di.fficuJ..t._to .det.ermine .. 38 Du.ring Poinsett•s tenure there were 
I 

:four or five occasions when the Mexican pres·ident seriously contemplated 

an armed expedition to the islando 

Each time, Poinsett exerted what infJ.µence he could to checkmate 

the operat.ion.. ..His centers .of.jnfJuence were. in two areas; the Mexican 

president, ... V.ictoria, .. was._a Yorkino aruL.so .. were many of the Members of 

Congress to whom such a decision was directed .!or their required approv

al., Poinsett was. vigilant. and active on the matter 'but there were other 

:factors to consider as well ... , Mexican politics were characteristically 

suffering.....fr.om . .internal .. dis.s.ent.10.n., and aside £ram the pressure of the 
' ' 

American minister the English intervened to discourage the project .. 

. Spanish milita:cy .. str.ength ... in .Cuba was of an undetermined variable and 

quality because .. aft.er they were forced out of Ibero-Am.erica they with

drew to the island as· their last military stronghold in the hemisphere .. 

If this knowledge .. served to. check ,Mexico from attempting to conquer 

37Manning, Diplomat.ic. Re-lat.icu:ls.,: .. Po--104,--interpreted Obregon's re
marks from material housed in the Mexican archives.:! 

38nespat.cb.ea ......... See ... sele:ete.d letters ·on the Cuban problem: Alaman 
to Poinsett; August·-16, 1:825·; Poinsett to .Alanian, August 17, 1825; Poin
se~t to Clay, August 17 and .. 21., ... .1825,, Sept.ember.22,, 1825., October..29, · 
1825, December 2, 1825, .,J.:anua-ey .28 .. , .... 1826., .. , F.ebr:uary 1, 1826, .and .Manch 
18, 1826... Obregrua,-.te -.G-lay:;:.·J.~··.4.,-·,1846 7 ... AmericanState., Rapers, 

· Fereign Relations, V, p .. 857, · · · 
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Cuba, the exact opposite was also true because Spanish armaments on the 
. . 

island-were also looked upon as possible springboards which they could 

use to reconquer their former colonies. 
I 

The Cuban enigma,,would outlast Poinsett in Mexico. Poinsett seemed 

·-· always· well informed of aey_.new developments on Cuba but for the most 

part seemed ineffe.ct.ual .when, trying. to. counteract them. In one of his 

last despatches Poinsett. advised his .go.v:e.rnment on new Mexican designs 

to conquer Cuba. Mexico, he said, 

has resolved to send .. a secret mission to Haiti,. in order to 
concert measures with Boyer [Jean Pierre,_ President of Haiti] 
to excite the slaves· in the island of _Cuba to revolt [and] I 
cannot· but think .. the iint·erests of the United States re.guir39 
that they should be promptly and, effectually counteracted. 

Poinsett could advis.e a.ction but could-not take any.. By this time he 

had lost_ his . influence. ... with . the .. Mexican. government both in the Presi

dency. and -in the. G.ong~ess~-----Re. -advised the French and the British lega

tions of Mexico •·s subversive plans, but the British would not listen. 

Poinsett was more than once embarrassed by his chief's narrow in

terpretation of the Monroe Doctrine and its pristine dicta. On three 

occasions Clay imprudently intervened andPoinsett knew nothing of it 

until the Mexican Secretary of State told him of it. Clay suggested 
' 

that if Me:xico or Colombia should have designs on Cuba the United States 

could by right of force prevent it.40 When France appeared to be sup

porting Spain in. its desire to hold Cuba, Clay invoked the classical 
. . . 

resort to the Doctrine by now so well known to all. 41 The third time 

39Despatches:, Poinsett to Van Buren, October 14, 18290 

49Manning, Diplomatic. Relations, p .•.. 107.~ .. 

.... . 41Rippy, ~- Poinsett, ppo 112-lJ. 

r' 
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Clay suggested that the .Russian Emperor act as a mediator between the 
' ' 

factions concerned without consulting all of the other countries in

volved •.. Poinsett_ was aga.in .. embarrassed and surprised, and he said so as 

he was advised of the development.by Camacho, the Mexican Secretary of 

State. 42 The whole .affair .and its handling .by the United States seems 

. clumsy,. pr.es.ump:tuous.and ... immature, ·jus.t .... as..,Poinsett.1 s .ef.forts to secure 

the opening of.the Santa Fe Trail often appe.ar. 

Poinsett wasted no time in. attempting. t,o open negotiations for the 

Santa Fe Trail. In the same month of his arrival Poinsett. approached 

the Mexican government ... on their attitude toward the road. The reply be 

received was unfavorable and in.a.report.to Clay on June 22, 1825, be 

said that.Mexico viewed with !'jealous apprehension" Americans passing· 
. . . . . 

through their territory •. 43 The Mexican government's attitude should not 

' ' . 
have been difficult to understand, but to Poinsett and Clay it was. 

Mexico wanted a joint survey of the territory for two very good reasons. 

First, it did not trust the United States, charging them to be greedy 

and having occupational and acquisitional designs on its province. In 

addition, Mexico actually knew very little of their northern territories 
! 

or its boundaries as defined by the treaty of 1819 since only recently 

they bad inherited both from Spain; and at this early date,. owing to a 

nearly deplet.ed treasury, only just bad .begun to explore the .regions 

itself. 

Mexico, meanwhile, received a report from Governor Urquidi of Chi

huahua describing the terrain and all of its positive aspects and giving 

42nespatcbes, Poinsett to Camacho, January 14, 1826~ 

43Ibid., Poinsett to Clay, June 22, 1825. 
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added reasons why they should beware seeing that the Anglo-Americans 

were continually settling.in the areao44 To Clay, Poinsett transmitted 

a note from Alaman which stated the Mexican position as wanting to con

clude first a treaty of corrnnerce and limits before opening talks on 

the ro.ad.,. To this. Clay r.eplied that the road was already open anyway 

and as it was intended for purely corrnnercial purposes any Mexican ideas 

of evil American designs for territorial acquisition were strictly in-
.. ·\ 

terpolated oneso He added that the road would be advantageous to both 

countries and if either one had anything to lose it would be the United 

States because of its "enterprising" citizens wanting to migrate to 

Mexico., 45 

In July Poinsett wrote to Clay describing the Mexican attitude as 

still apprehensive and their position as a calculated stall, but coun

seled patience with them neverthelessa 

It appears to me that it will be import·ant to gain time 
if we wish to extend our territ.ory beyond the boundaries agreed 
upon by·the treaty of 1819 ... -m.ost of the good land from the 
Colorado to the Sabine has been granted to the State of Texas, 
and it is rapidly peopling_ with grg:ntees or squatters from the 
United States~ A population they will find difficult to govern, 
and perhaps aft.er a short · period they may not · be· so averse to 
part witg6 that portion of their territory as they are at 
presento 

Poinsett, making no headway, decided for the moment to abandon the proj

ect since he considered it uselesso Poinsett did address the subject to 

the Mexican government subsequently and intermittently but not seriously 

until the middle of 1826" It was not until 1831 that his successor, 

44cit.ed by Manning, Diplomatic Relations, p .. 174., 

45Ibido, p., 176e 

46nespatches, Poinsett to Clay, July 27, 18250 
! 



Anthony Butler, managed t.o conclude a treaty in which the ·subject was 

dealt with., 
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In attempt.ing t.o follow Clay's instructions over the delineation of 

the Texas Boundary, Poinsett met with. more success than he had in the 

Cuban or Santa Fe Trail problems., The two is~ues of the Sante Fe road 

and the Texas boundary lines se.em to overlap as Poinsett decided to 

·press the latter right on the heels of.the former., The correspondence 

cited above actually refers to both the opening of the road and the· 

opening of discussions .on establishing. the international boundary lines 

between the United States and Mexico, most.especially defining the lim-
. ' 

its of the territory of Texas .. Clay heeded Poin,sett 1 s advice and de

cided to be patient over negotiations with Mexico and wait for Americans 

to people Texas., 

Clay was willing to wait, no doubt, because he discovered that 

while the United States wanted the boundary moved further west, Alam.an 

replied by· offering to move it further east...-all the way to the Missis-
· 1 . • 

sippL according to an old treaty of 1795: .. :47 Clay's patience lasted two 

years, during. which time the negotiations never advanced beyond the pre

liminary discussion stage... The major topic .of the meetings between 1825 

and 1827 centered around the question as to whether the two countries 

should enter into a new treaty or jointly adopt the limits set by the 

treaty of 1819 as the boundary., While Poinsett was negotiating and Clay 

was waiting, Texas was inde·ed "rapidly. peopling with.,"° squatters from 

the United States., 11 In 1827 Clay, thinking of the American settlers in 

Texas as being to his advantage, revised his instructions to Poinsett~ 

47Mam;l.ing, Diplomat~c Relations, p .. 295. 
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instead of trying to mutually negotiate the border lines Poinsett was 

bade to sound out. the Mexican government's attitude toward "rectifying" 

the territorial limits in return for a direct money compensation, not to 

exceed one.million dollars .. The million dollars Poinsett .was .allowed to 

pay would buy a line ,from Del Norte (Rio Grande) to th~ forty-second 

parallel and from there westward to the Pacifj,.c .. If Mexico objected to 

this purchase Poinsett was authorized to offer hal:t' of that sum for a 

line commencing at the Colorado and thence north ahd west the same as 

above. 48 

This effort to buy Texas se.emed to be of special interest to Pres

ident John Quincy Adams because· it was he who negotiated the treaty of 

1819 with Onis of Spain; to his thinking he and Clay were simply trying 
. . . 

to recover the loss of territory that ·once belonged to them., The terri-. 

tory of Texas was added to the conterminous United States in 1803 as 

part of the Louisiana Purchase.. But in 1819, Adams, then Secretary of 

State, in order to acquire Florida and establish a more-favorable bound

ary in the Oregon territory, ceded Texas to Spain, 49 who, in turn, 

surrendered it to Mexico., Clay, when he modified Poinsett•s instruc

tions on the matter, was ready to offer Mexico some warships in addit_ion 
. . . 

to the cash sum of one million dollars but Adams overruled him, saying 

he should omit the offer of warships and offer only money., 50 

When Poinsett received Clay's new instructions on the Texas 

t· ' 

, 48Clay to Poinsett, March 15, 1827, Br:Ltish~.Foreign~and,_State_ 
Papers, XXVI, P• 837., . . . 

~9American,.St~te·~,P~p~n~'$,,,,,Eormn..;,R.elations,_Jy,_ pp .. __ 422-60 .. Calla-
- --·han', PP· 162.17.. : ,, · · · · -=, 

50Charles F ... Adams, VII, pp .. 239 ... 40., 



ques~ion, he replied that 

· I fear ·the sum :o·.ff~r~d· fo.r the territory is too SIIIB.11 .• 
The experise.s of. th,e Government are so great that they don't 
regard1:s.o . insigni fi can~··:· a s:um.. as .. a mill.ion as . or much use to 
them.5 · · · · · · . 

Poinsett,· however, did his utt·ermost to ascertain whether the Mexican . . . . 
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government would listen to .such ·a proposition.. After several cautious. 
'' ' 

overtures to Mexico on. the subje.ct ,. Poinsett said he felt such a propo-, ' 

... r .......... .. 
s~.tion useless and had. decided to abandon it. altogether. He concluded · 

by saying 
I ' 

Believing, therefore, ±.hat any at.ten:i.pt to alter the form.er 
treaty· of' l'imits wauld~pro.ve. "ineff$ctive. and only excite 
unfriendly. feelings., .. I shall accept the proposal of the 
·Mexican plenit1otentiaries and renew tbe treaty of' Washing'."" 
ton·of 18190'2 · · . · · . 

The result was the "Treaty of Lim.its with the United Mexican -States,". 

January 1.2, 1828. 53 

These negotiations failed for the reasons Poinsett said they did, 

but Mexico had addit.ional motives for relusing to talk of the issue. 
' ' , . 

Poinsett• s known penchant for interfe.ring .m MeJCico' s domestic politics · 
. . . . . . .. 

was by this Mme infamous and his unpopularity .was reaching a point of. 
• • • • • ,1 • ~ 

hostility. 
I 

Wh~e deal~ ~th subjects ·of Texa.s and C~ba, Poinsett was also 
J ' 

negotiating for. a treaty of commerce . and navigat'ion.... In this e?ldeavor 
. . I ; • ; . •-: ... , -~~- , , ', ' ' 

Poinsett was successful, while in all .. the ot;hers he failedo He· did' get 

51nespat ches , Poinsett to Clay, May 10, 1827. 
52 . ,' ·. · · · . · 

Ibid., January 8, · 1828. 
'" ........... , ... -.53 ....... · ............... _ .............. ., ......................... · ,. · · · · '""" ,, .. · 
.. , .... " . American.,S.tate. F>a.p:er.s., ... For~ign Relatio.ns, VIr.t .:PP• 946..;.50 •. "Trea-

ty of 'Limits with the United Mexican .States•n,'January 12, 1828-although 
this treaty was signed in .. 1828, it was not ratified and put into ei'fect 
until April 5, 18.32. · 
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a treaty signed but the Mexican Congress refused to ratify it. The ne. 
. . . 

gotiations t<;>ok about a year :to complete, but not without some very · 

formidable oppositio;n from his old nemeses--Ward and the British •. Poin

sett rightly insisted that the Americans be given the same privileges as 

the English with reference to a iimost-favored-nation" clause, which he 

had to substitute for, the subject of "perfect r~ciprocity" (duties on 

tonnage) because Mexico had not granted it to the English. The Mexicans 

signed the treaty· but their Congress would not accept it. It is well to 

note that there were really two treaties signed--one in 1826; the other 

in 1828. The first failed for one of the same reasons the second would 

succeed., When the first t.reaty was signed in' July, 1826, Poinsett had 

little influence in the Mexican legislature. Although the conservative 

revolt of 1827 failed, it did. result in displ~cing English influence in 

the Cabinet and substituting Federalist for Centralist in the Mexican 

legislature, which g~ve Poinsett considerably more support. T_here were 

two objectionable defects. which the Mexican Congress would not allow, 

however, and this helped to defeat it also. 
. . 

First, the article containing. a provision to .return all fugitive 
. ' 

slaves in Mexican territory to the United States was blasted, and there 

was no clause demanding the acceptance of the boundary lines of the 

treaty agreement of 1819. The second treaty was signed in February, 

1828. This time Poinsett had federalist s~pport in Congress and in the 

Cabinet, and the conservatives, ·influenced by Ward, were less disposed 

to offer opposition (before Ward was replaced by Richard Packenham.), 

partly for the above reason; but in addition he had, in the interim, 
. . 

signed a similar pact for the 'English govermnent himself., Poinsett had 

a treaty but it was not ratified. and he was faced: with the unhappy 
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consequence of defending. the maritime rights of the United States as 
i . 

best he could without a treaty. 

Before Poinsett 1 s arrival in Mexico the official attitude of the 

Mexican government had been prejudiced against him.and during his resi

dence of more than five years there he was almost continually under 

bombardment •. The breaking point came after the Mexican elections of 

18280 President Victoria, his Masonic ally, was s.ucceeded in that of

fice by another York Rite brother, General Guerrero. Idealistically, 

happenings appeared to continue in Poinsett's favor. But the presiden

tial succession was anything but a peaceful transformation and Poinsett 

was accused of being behind a plot to seat Guerrero, who had lost the 

battle of the ballots to the 11Impartials'' led by a member of both 

Masonic Rites, G~mez; Pedrazae Guerrero took to arms to keep Pedraza 

from assuming the Presidency, aided by the ever-dramatic Santa Anna, 

who charged upon the scene and completed the job in April, 1829. Before 

and after this event Poinsett was assailed everywhere by the vehement 

Mexican press and by the new British charg' d' aff,aires, Richard Plcken

ham, both charging him with complicity in the seating of President 

Guerrero. In July, 1829, the Legislature of the State of Mexico (and 

soon followed by others) addressed a long dia,,tribe to President Guerrero 
! ' 

denouncing Poinsett, threatening his life, and demanding his reca11. 54 

In the face of this opposition the Mexican federalist, fearing to lose 

1 
public confidence if they befriended him any longer, turned upon him and 

complied with popular cries to request his recall., 

Poinsett' s already dubious diplomatic reputation might have been 

54nespatches, included in Poinsett to Van Buren, August 7, 1829e 
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somewhat salvaged, or at least spared further insult, if he had been 

allowed to resign as he had requested.55 Poinsett, however, was not 

saved fro~ the final od,ium of failure because Guerrero petitioned for 

his recall to the new .American President, Andrew Jackson, and it was 

granted on October 16, 1829, (although Poinsett did not receive it until 

December 9), 

· Poinsett was, in a way, a political scapegoat-not only in Mexico, 

but in the country he represented as well, Poinsett' s festering prob

lems came to a head in 1828,, National elections were taking place in 

both . countries that. year., If t 1he United States had recalled him in the 

midst of his troubles in Me;x:ico, it would have provided Adams' political 

oppoidt~on with some very damaging campaign a.mnn,mition since Poinsett 
. . . 

was a personal friend of Andrew Jackson and had supported him in his 

presidential candidacy in 1824 while he was in the American Congress. 

Adams and Clay may. have thought it more prudent to sacrifice Poinsett . . 

and leave himinMe;x:ico for Jackson to have to reca11 .. 56 . His problems 

· in Mexico have already been described above; Poinsett was a victim or a 

villian, depending.on one's interpretation of the mass of material 

available on the subject. 

In the end historians have concluded that Poinsett•s disaster in 
' 

Me;x:ico set a precedent for diplomatic relations between the countries 

that could not be overcome and eventually resulted in war .. Unfortu

nately, the deterioration of diplomatic relations between the neighbor

ing republics actual~ .began .. be.fore his arrival. Poinsettism.o is one 

55Ibid,, Poinsett to Van Buren, November 4, 1829. 

56Rippy, Joel Poinsett, P• 124., 
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of the heights oi' Mexican.· derision yet today and auto:matically refers to 

Yankee meddling and. co:pnotes imperialism. Poinsett might ha.ve overcome 

his adversity if he had not been so unco:mpromising on evangelizing the 

Mex~cans · with the repub~~can pr.~ciples o! government , ~f h~s ~struc- · 

tions had been more prudent, less demand~, and, as ~t seemed to 

Mexico, less predatory., This alone would.have defeated a more gifted 

arid less dogmatic minister-as indeed simj,lar modifications of the same 

after his time would defeat all o:f,'.his successors, including Anthony 

Butler, whom Jackson appointed to replace him .. 



CHkPTER i.·III 

FROM BUTLER TOELLIS--A CHANGE IN FOREIGN R)L!CY, 1829-1839 

Mµch more is lmown of Antho:ny Butl~r than has been published~ Un- · 

like Poinsett before him and Jonn Slidell after him. Butler ~s no biog-, 

rapher--but Rives has brie~ly sketched his beginnings. Butler was born 

in South Carolina and·early had moved to·Russellyille, ;Kentucky. There 

he and his neighbor, John J. Crittenden, became· fast friends, and Butler 
. . . . 

soon thereafter. married Crittenden' s sister. Butler was apparently an 

adventurer and opportunist; during the War of 1812 he' was made a lieu

tenant-colonel, later to be raised.to colonel, and was serving at 

Detroit when the Americans besieged it in 1814. The foile>wing winter 

Butler removed to New Orleans where he met Andrew Jackson and laid a 

solid foundation for a long, intimate, and confidential friendship. 
.. . . . . 

After the war Butler remained in the public serv~ce by moving to · 

Monticello, Mississippi, and became a memoer of the legislature in 1826. 
' ' ' • I ' • 

Shortly he apparently acquired an interest in Texas land, probably near 

Nacogdoches. In 1829, when Jackson became President, Butler was on the 

scene to see his old friend-probably for two reasons: the enterprising 

Butler would make himself availabl'e ·for office, and, in addition, to 
. . . . 

petition the government to do .something. for Texas. Andrew Jackson 

would, in later years, repent of Butler's friendship, calling him a 
' -

. "scamp" and a "liar." That Butler deserved it:,. there seems little 

doubt, for he ·was quarrelsome, ~u;dent, and irascible--the kind of man 

36 
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who could and did squander his. wife's property and then·abandon her; he 
. . . 

bravely swindled his closest friends, and was altogether the worst man 

Sam Houston said he ever knew.1 

John Quincy Adams.thoroughly examined Butler's Mexican despatches 

then on file. He declared that Butl.er• s looseness of moral. principle 

and his political profligacy were disclosed in sev~ral of his letters, 

while his vanity and self-sufficiency in others·. 2 The; statement seems 

fully accurate. Some oi' Butler's correspondence, including his.des

patches from Mexico, were ins'olent and even scurrilous in tone; all 

portray the author's unmitigated love for himself. He was rudimentary. 

in manner, vain in character, ignorant, ill-te;mpered, and totally car-. 

rupt. · Rives wrote, 

A man more unfit to deal with the punctilious, well-IllB,nnered, 
and sensitive people who controlled the ·Mexican government, 
or to attempt the delicate task of restoring confidence in 
the objects and ·purposes ]f the American government, could 
scarcely have been found. · 

Butler's appointment as minister to Mexico and his objectives there 

had their begi.nnings when Butler arrived in Wasbington after Jackson's 

inauguration. During the summer of 1829 Butler, in personal conversa

tion with the President and Secretary of State Van Buren, extolled all 

the benefits of acq~:r:ing Texas. Presumably at their request, Butler 

prepared a document about the geography and productions of Texas, along. 
f . . 

with the arguments that might persuade Mexico to sell its northern 

.,I , , l' 

1Rives, I, pp. 235-36, gives a character sketch of Butler, ·partly 
derived·frompersonal correspondence of Sam Houston. 

2 .. 
Charles F. Adams, XI, P• 359. 

3Rives, I, P• 236. 
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province.4 

Butler had a personal interest in Texas that he may not have re

vealed. In the documents .. he prepar.ed f'or .Jackson and Van Buren, he held 

that the Neches was of. right.s the river described in the treaty of 1819, 

not the Sa,bine,, ••a view probably insp:l,.red by his lands near Nacogdoches, 
~ . . . 

Texas, between the two rivers. 11 When Jackson, at length, did serid But

ler to Mexico via a Texas route, Butler was armed with secret instruc-
1 

tions authorizing him to ofter five million dollars, for var;ous parts of 
. . . . . 

'Texas. And, as Mexico had previously been hosti],e to any .cessions, no 
. . . . 

means were to be left unexplored. Supposedly, Jackson. even· advised 

Butler to "aggravate gently Mexico.ts· fears of Americhn filibusters;in.: 
. . 

vading Texas, and to po:int out to Mexico its crying need of money.115 
. . . . . . 

At any rate Jackson inherited the dilemma. of the Adams• previous 
, . I 

' . . . . 

policies in Mexico. Jackson followed his :predecessor's example, but 
. . ' ,. 

greatly intensified the effort. With ~tler' s report before him, the 
• ·t • • 

new President began to plan his foreign policy toward the republic to 
. ' . 

the south. In addition to Butler's memoranda, Jackson had the treaty of 

limits of 1828, .which reconfir,med those of 1819, negotiated :by Poinsett 
! 

but as yet unra:t;,ified.' .· This was fortunate, for Jacks.on coul.9- persona;Lly 

pursue those policies which he had earlier and publicly criticized Adams 
' . 

and Clay for not doing...-to reacquire the territor;y of Texas,. once owned 

4rbid., P• 237. 

5The entire paragraph was based on infoI'JlJB.tion found in the·Bertha 
Swartz Gilbert, 11Anthony l3utler,. The {lnited States.JIJ;;µiister to Me::x:ico 
From October, 1829 to May, 183611 (unpub. M.A. thesis; Oklahoma State 
University, 19.39), p. 29. All the particulars· bei.n.g the same, Eugene c. 
Barker, · Mexico and Texas,. 1$21-.. 182-9 (Dallas , 1928) , def ends Jack son' s 
actions and· conduct relative to the·' venal form of corruption advocated 
by Butler as a method of procuring Texas, while others have laid it ta 
his charge. 



by the United State.s, and surrendered by Adams. 

On August 25, .1829, Jackson directed Vap. Buren to modify Clay's 

instructions of 1827 to Poinsett, this time advising him to open nego-
. . . . .. 

tiations for the purchase of the entire province of rexas and not just 
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part of it. Jackson, however, quickly became willing to pay as much as 
. . . . 

five million dollars for the area, 6 realizing that.Poinsett 1 s earlier 

advice that the one. million dollars previously offered was too paltry. 
. . . . . 

Poinsett, owing to the hostility against him, never had the opportunity 

to present either plan. 

Butler relieved Poinsett in late December~ 1829, bu.t before he 

could present his credentials to the Mexican government, that country's 

major newspaper, ·!1 ~' .printed the rum.or that .Butler was authorized to 

offer to purchase Mexican ·Texas for f;i.ve million dollars. El Sol became ...... ~ 
the organ of the new President, Anastasio Bustamante, who had that same 

month deposed the hapless Guerrero.e On the subject of Texas the press 

was not timid: 

A few days before the departure of Mr. Poinsett from this 
capital, the American Colonel Butler arrived here, COIIDilis
sioned, as it is said, by the Government· of Washington, ·to 
negotiate with·ours·for the cession of the province of Texas 
for the sum of five millions of dollars. As we· are not in
formed that, so far, the colonel has :made any overture~ on 
the subject, we presume that he does the new administrat;i.on 
the justice to suppoee it incapable of lending' itself toi: a. 
transaction as prejudicial·and·degrading to.the republic as 

6The best discussion on this point is found in Jesse S. Reeves, 
.American. Diplo:rnacy .under_ 7ller ~ Polk (Baltimore, 1907), pp. 64-65. 
The actual·correspondence is cited cyReeves as 11Van Buren to Poinsett, 
August 25, 1829; Senate Executive.Documents 351, 25th:Congress, 2nd Ses
sion, 315." The citation is erroneous; the 25th Congress .was not until 
1836.:..1837, and on the page noted there is no mention of Van Buren's in~ .. 
structions. The actual correspondence is in the unpublished manuscripts 
in the Archives, Volume I, Number 30~ The instructions, although dis
seminated by Van Buren, were actually drafted by Jackson on August 13, 
1829 .. 



it would be disgraceful to the mipister who would subscribe 
to ite 

We likewise understand that Mr. Butler came from Phila
delphia by land, and that the fatigue consequent on so long 
a journey is the ostensible cause of his not having presented 
himself to·our Government and delivered his credentials, 
which he is known to have received since his arrival in this 
city, for· the purpose of ac~ing as charg~ d' affaires of the 
United States of the North. · · 

This article aroused public sentiment against the proposal, and mate-· 
. . 
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rially contributed to its ultimate defeat. Butler expressed his sur

prise that the Mexicans could know about the offer since he did not know 

8 of it himself but declared his intentions to "unravel the mystery" al-

though he never did. It was, as the article had said, not delivered to 

him until after his arrival in Mexico on December 19, 1828. Poinsett 

himself had received it only ten days before. George Lockhart Rives in 

his ~ United States ~ Mexico 1821-1848 suggested that Butler in 

route to Mexico, via Texas, boasted of what he intended to accomplish., 

This would allude to the fact that Butler knew of Jackson's monetary 

proposal, although the record shows no evidence that he dide 9 

Van Buren's instructions of October 16, 1829, to Butler, indicate 

that the new administration was in an angry mood toward Mexicoe Poin

sett had failed; the conunercial intercourse was treated nwith a degree 

of indifference and suspicion as. extraordinary as it was to be regret

ted;" there had been an "unaccountable tardiness" in ratifying the 

treaty of 1828 and Van Buren could find not 11a single act of the 

7 . H. Ex. Docs., 351, 25th Cong., 2nd Sess., p. 310. The El Sol 
article appea.rs here in translated form, - -

8Ibid., Butler to Van Buren, January 10, 1830, P• 310. 

9Rives, I, p. 244. Compare Butler's own account in footnote 8 
which somewhat agrees with information contained in footnote 5 above. 
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Mexican Government which would serve to relieve the unfriendly aspect of 

its whole conduct. 1110 When Poinsett arrived in Washington in March, 
. . . 

1830, he freely delivered to Jackson and Van Buren the opinion that the 

public affairs in Mexico were at best unstable and at worst unpredict

able and frightening. 

At this point, 11the dearest wish of Jackson's presidential career 

and which was the chief aim of Butler's mission1111 had to be seriously 

remodeled. Accordingly on April 1, 1830, Van Buren altered Butler's in

structions pointing out that although the President, after counseling 

with Poinsett, had not given up his hope of acquiring Texas, the present 

was, nevertheless, an inauspicious time to press the issue. Therefore, 

Butler was simply 

to watch the state of the public mind, the opin~ons of the 
principal members of the govertJ:ment, and hearwhat is said 
on·all sides, [and that] is all that is,1~or the present; 
expected from your agency· in the matter. 

Butler happily complied., but faithfully recurred to the subject of 

acquiring Texas time and again all the while he was in Mexico, often in

dicating that he was within a hand's breadth of successa One of his 

first despatches on the subject began the pattern alluded to above. 

The Mexicans, he said, now knew of the intrinsic value of Texas, but 

notwithstanding, Alaman seemed amenable that the United States could 

negotiate for territory as far west as the Rio Grande and although the 

10 !:!• 5• ~·, 351, 25th Cong., 2nd Sess., PP• 40-42, Van Buren's 
instructions to Butler. 

11Eugene c. Barker, "Private Papers of Anthony Butler," The 
Nation, XCII (June, 1911), pp., 600-01. -

12 H. Ex. Docs., 351, 25th Conga, 2nd Sess., pp. 59-62, Van Buren 
to Butler',""'!prill, 18300 



British were vying for themselve::3, Butler reminded, 

I have the best grounds for believing that Texas may be had 
by treaty ••• [and] if instructions were given me to urge our 
claims to the territory as fa!' west as the Rio Grande del 
Norte, or permission to use the pretension as an auxiliar~, 
there is no doubt of its being made to operate very favor
ably on the expected negotiations for Texas. [The pompous 
Butler concluded by saying~] ·I may be deceived, but I 
flatter myself to be able to settle every question commit
ted to my c~arge ±~ six months, entirely I to the· satisfaction 
of the President. · · · · 

What optimism!--and totally unwarrantede The braggart had been nearly 

two years in Mexico before he dared even mention the subject to the 

Mexicans. 
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In the meantime it is well here to record Butler's only two diplo

matic achievements while he was residing in Mexicoe It had become in

creasingly obvious by 1831 that the Mexican government was unwilling to 

talk on any issue until the United States undertook some action on the 

two unratified treaties negotiated by Poinsett. When the United States 

Senate finally agreed to omit the article demanding Mexico to return 

fugitive slaves, and some other minor peculiarities, the Mexican Con

gress returned ratificatione 

The fourteenth article of the Treaty of Amity, Commerce, and Navi

gation would prove in the end to be often quoted as important, but 

worthless, as discussed belowo The article comprised a lengthy discus~ 

sion about the procedure to be followed in case any civil court cases 

should occur between the citizens of either country, whether they were 

in Mexico or the United Statese The article had a special reference to 

the outstanding claims against Mexico and this was the first means of 

l3Despatches, Butler to Van Buren, March 9, 1830 .. 



bringing them before a tribuna1.14 

Mexico's acceptance was not without some difficulty, however, as 

Butler had to threaten to suspend diplomatic relations if they did not 
. . . 

reciprocate. 15 At last the two new treaties--one of Limits (1828) and 

the other of Amity, Commerce, and Navigation (1831)-renegotiated by 

Butler-were jointly exchanged in Washington City on April 5, 1832. 
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For the next year Butler talked but did nothing. In May, 1831, 

Butler, as had become his pattern, continued to encourage the President 

and the State Department that progress was being made on the Texas ques

tion, but that the insincerity of Alaman continued to stand in the 

way. 16 Finally in July, 1832, the American charg6 could report that he 

had actually discussed the subject with Alamane Topics for discussion 
• • I 

at the conference 'lllere the unrest festering in Texas and the possible al

ternatives Mexico faced if Texas revolted and if they were successful. 

Butler was dealing with a collected and experienced diplomat and when 

Butler failed to frighten Alaman, the ebullient minister of foreign re~ 

lations replied with a query as to what territorial designs the United 

States might have upon Texas in such an event .. The candid Butler told 

h:im and the conference ended., 17 A curious anomaly accompanied this 

14united States Congress, Senate, Treaties, Conventions, Intern.a~ · 
. . tional ~, Protocols !!E Agreements Between ~ United· States 2! 

America And Other Powers, 1776-1909, I, William M. Malloy, compiler 
·(Washington~ D .. c., 1910), pp .. 1082-84 for 11Li.mits11 and pp. 1085.;.97 for 

11Amity, Commerce, and Navigation .. " For data·on the mutual exchange of 
the treaties see g .. _ ~- -~·; 42, 25th Cong., 1st Sess., pp. 48-58. 
(not held· by Oklahoma State University Library).. · 

15 · 
Despatches, Butler to Alaman, December 14, 1831. 

16Ibid .. , Butler to Jackson, May 25, 183le 

17Ibid .. , Butler to Livingston, July 16, 1832. 
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event. In his correspondence of July 16, 1833, explaining this event, 

Butler passively refers to the fact that Alaman had resigned as foreign 

minister six weeks previous to this date. Even had Alaman been suscep-
. . 

tible to Butler's persuasions,.the late foreign minister was not only 

out of office but of influence as well. The Bustamante gove:r;-nm,ent was 

tottering as the ever-present Santa Anna was soon to replace him with 

". Manuel Gomez Pedraza. Who might have been officially serving as foreign 

minister ad interim from June to August, 1833, is not known because But

ler addressed his correspondence to several different individuals. 

After three presidents in as many months Carlo13 Ga:rlia was appointed by 

the last act.ing President, ~mez Falias. 

With the political affairs o:f.' Mexico so. manifestly uncertain, · .:: 

Butler, knowing that the Mexican treasury was near depletiori, sought to 

take advantage by proposing a plan to Jackson to loan Mexico money for a 
18 · . 

mortgage on Texas., · Jackson was not amenable to the scheme and for-

warded Butler's despatch with an endorsement on the back which instruc~

ed Edward Livingston, then Secretary of State, to constrain Butler and 

inform him to terminate the negotiations for Texas. Jackson had infor

mation that the Texans had called a constitutional convention and, if 

successful, Texas would forever be lost to Mexico. But Butler was not 

so easily discouraged. 

As the situation in Texas grew steadily worse, Butler's patience 

began to wear thin. In August, 1833, he told Louis McLane, then Secre

tary of State, that Austin had presented to the Mexican Congress a 

petition calling for separate statehood but that it probably would 

18Ibid., Butler to Jackson, February 10, 1833. 
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fail. 19 The request was denied and Butler's efforts at negotiation were 

met with equal coolness. The frustrated minister now advised Jackson to 

take military possession of Texas, and that, too, failed. The President 

was by this time anxious to remove Butler from Mexico lest he lose con

trol over him. Jackson instructed McLane to take advantage of a tech

nicality in the treaty of 1828 and on good pretense get Butler back 

home. 

In the treaty of 1828 there was an article providing for a survey 

to be made of the boundary lines between the two countries within acer

tain time period and that hour had already passed. Accordingly, the 

Secretary of State instructed his chargt to· negotiate a new article and 

when completed to hand carry it to Washington himself. 20 Upon his ar

rival in that city Butler laid before the President an~ Secretary·of 

State a venal plan to bribe Mexican officials through one Ignacio 

Hernlndez, a priest in Santa Anna's household and the known manager of 

palace negotiations, that would once and for all consummate the success-

. ful acquisition of Texas.. This plan deserves special mention because in 

it is the first mention of a possibility that the United States migh~ 

not only obtain Texas, but New Mexico and California as well. In But

ler's correspbndence to John Forsyth, McLane's replacement, a personal 

letter from the priest was enclosed saying that "Five hundred thousand 

judiciously applied" would be sufficient to accomplish the goals of the 

United States. The priest said nothing of New Mexico ·or California, but 

l9Ibid .. , Butler to McLane, August 5, 183,3. 
. . . '.: . . ~ :' . 

2~cLane to Biitle:r, January 1.3, 18.34, William R. Manning, Diplo
matic .. Correspoildence_,.£! the. United. States: .. Inter-American· Affairs, 
1831-1860, VIII {Washington, D~C., 19.37), PP• 26-28. . · 



Butler quickly interpreted the content as alluding to the possibility. 
. . 

Butler availed himself of the occasion to explain to Forsyth that his 

plan, if adopted, 

would only be the first of a series which must at last give us 
dominion over the whole of that tract of territory known·as New 
Mexico, and the higher and lower California, an empire in 
itself, a paradise in climate.a.rich·in minerals and affording 
a.waterl')route to the Pacific through the Arkansas and Colorado 
rivers.;:;. · · 

The scheme angered his superiors and was, of course, refused. The 

method of acquisition was refused but the idea that "higher Californian 

might be had was pursued by Jackson. Accordingly, the President direct

ed Forsyth to instruct Colonel Butler, who by this time was back in 

Mexico, to proceed with negotiations for the purchase of Texas and to 

offer an additional five hundred thousand dollars if the boundary limits 
I 

could be expanded to include not only Texas but also the coveted bay of 

San Francisco as a whaling port for United States ships operating in· the 
. . . 

area. 22 This plan, as would all the others, would fail, and it is 

doubtful Butler could have had time to present it to the Mexican offi

cials, or to He~ndez. 

Why Anthony Butler was not discharged immediately is not knowno He 

was in Washington, and any excuse for his removal would have presented 

itself plausible and welcome to the Mexican government. Nevertheless, a 

21 · Despatches, Butler to Forsyth, June 17, 18.35. A copy of 
Herm{ndez' letter was enclosed nth Butler's. For additional explana
tions, see Reeves, pp. 7.3-74; and Rives, I, pp. 259-60~ · 

22Forsyth to Butler, August 6, 18.35, Manning, .Diploma.tic Corre,-
.... spondence, VIII, pp • .3.3-.34.. Robert Cleland Glass, 11Early Sentiments for 

the Annexation of California: An Account of the Growth of American 
Interest in' California, 1835~1846, 11 Southwestern Historical Quarterly, 
XVIII (July, 1914), pp~ 1-40, provided an excellent survey discussion of 
the matter. 
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year after his return home Butler was allowed to return to his post in 

Mexico City. But time and events were against him.. The Texas revolu

tion was at hand, and on his way back to Mexico Butler passed through 

the troubled province. Mexico was sure that his purposes there were to 

incite rebellion. Finally, on October 21, 1835, the Mexican Secretary 

I of State, Jose Monasterio, instructed the Mexican chargt d'affaires in 
~ 

Washington, Joaquin Castillo, to present to the American government a 

request for his recall. The behest was of the usual form.--unfavorable 

public antagonism-but was specific in the charge against him. Butler 

was said to have 

imputed intrigues unbecoming a diplomatic agent which 
imputations is strengthened by the present occurrences in 
Texas, the revolt there having co:rmn.enced whilst that gentle
man was in those parts, 

and if the United States would voluntarily recall him then Mexico would 

be saved the embarrassment of 11tendering him a passport.1123-24 

It is true Butler inherited a deteriorating diplomatic circumstance 

but instead of attempting to improve that difficulty he continually 

worsened it. Butler perennially represented his own interest more than 

that of the country that had accredited him. Butler throughout his term 

never ceased to ~sure the administration that the purchase of Texas was 

near to consunnnation. There were two reasons for this action; obviously 

he wanted to remain in office, and resorted to lies, deceit and corrup-
. . 

tion to do so; not to mention t.hat he had speculated in land deals in 

east Texas which accounts for his unrelenting campaign to amputate Texas 

23Monasterio to Castillo, October 31, 1835, H. Ex. Docs., 351, 
25th Cong. , 2nd Sess.,, Pe · 719. . - - -

24nespatches, Butler to Forsyth, November 28, 1835. Butler ex
plained his delay in Texas saying he was ill of the fever. 
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from its legal owners. 

Butler's private papers held by the University of Texas reveal his 

real interest in the purchase of Texase These papers show that Butler 

held script aggregating to a million acres of Texas land insured.to the 

Arkansas and Texas Land Company and the Galveston Bay and Texas Land 

Company. In case of acquisition or cession and. subsequent recognition 

by the United States it was hoped that the government would recognize 

the titles and most of its valuee The Mexican.government, of course, 

did not acknowledge the legality of these claims and it is possible that 

that government knew of Butler's holdings in these companies and there

fore they actively resisted any negotiations with him on the subject. 

When Butler made his visit to Washington in 1835 he .took occasion 

to discuss the d~tails and probabilities of his success.when he returned 

to Mexico with the Galveston Bay and Texas Land Company, through its 

representative, James Prentice of New York, who authorized Butler as its 

agent and empowered him to offer the Mexican government ten million dol

lars for Texas, and with it the transfer of political jurisdiction to 

the United States. "There is no evidence to show how seriously Butler 

considered this bizarre proposal., n25 Butler, before returning to Mexico 
. . 

went to New York to confer with the speculators of the New York-Texas 

Land Company and its representative, the same Jam.es Prenticee In return 

for a lucrative personal contract, of which the consideration was five 
. . 

thousand dollars, he would obtain 'l'exas and promised to "protect and 

secure" the speculators' land titles; and afterward, if he succeeded, he 

25Barker, "Private Papers," pp .. 600-01 .. 
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was promised more money and more Texas soii. 26 

Butler was as unhappily devoid of honor as he was in the use of 

diplomatic decorum. Amazing it is that the propriety of the Mexican 

officials endured as long as it dido The American minister's method in 

communicating to his government violated the rules of diplomatic cour

tesy. Butler insisted upon writing directly to the President instead of 

reporting the representation of the country's interest to him through 

the State Department. Butler had no conception of channel communication 

and the concept of the chain of connnand. This kind of trespassing and 

the fact that Jackson believed him, added to the knowledge that Butler 

was an old comrade in arms, probably accounts for the unwarranted length 

of his services in Mexico. While it is certain that the various secre

taries of state to serve under Jackson were never imposed upon to have 

any faith in Butler, the President did. They knew it and never suggest

ed to their chief that the inept charg~ should be replaced. 

At last after six years of grossly mismanaged negotiations, Jack

son's patience to purchase Texas and endure Butler's gross incompetence 

further were at an end. Forsyth, on December 16, 1835, following the 

President's instructions to do so, recalled the second minister of the 

United States to Mexico. 27 One would have thought that Butler had done 

all the damage to Mexican-American diplomatic relations that was possi

ble, but the infuriated and embittered former agent lingered in Mexico 
. . . 

six months after the arrival of his successor and reeked as much diplo

matic havoc in that amount of time as he had in the previous six years. 

26Gilbert, P• 35. 

27 Forsyth to Butler, December 16, 1835, lie!!•~., 351, 25th 
Cong., 2nd Sess., pp. 160,,.620 
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The vindictive Butler involved himself in the most absurd quarrels with 

the Minister of Foreign Relations, Carlos Gar6ia, and with the Secretary 

of War, General Jos~ Tornel, whom he personally insulted and challenged 

to a duelo These incidents obliged the United States more than once to 

express its regrets over Butler's conduct before he finally left Mexico. 

It seems a fitting epithet to Butler's public career to renew what 

George Rives said of the man: "He took up his residence in Texas, where 
. . . 

the remainder of his life was passed in deserved obscurity.n28 

The Senate approved Mr .. Powhatan Ellis, of Mississippi, as Jack

son's choice to replace Butler in the City of Mexico., The President had 

already despaired of wresting Texas from Mexico and innnediately changed 

the direction of his foreign policy .. On January 29, 1836, Forsyth wrote 

to Ellis explaining the new objectives of American policy saying that 

The claims of citizens of the United States on the Mexican 
Government for injuries to their· persons or property by the 
authorities or citizens of that republic, are numerous, and 
of considerable amount; and, though many of them are long
standing, provision for their payment is pertinaciously 
withheld, and the justice of most of them has not been ac
knowledged. 

Forsyth indicated the President's indulgent consideration due to the in

cessant coIIDnOtions which perennially plagued the country's domestic 

tranquility but hereafter he unmista'kedly insisted that these claims be 

paid. 29 

The origins of the American claims generally were events resulting 

in times of national distress in Mexico. These occurrences cover a 

relatively long period of time, from battles of Mexican independence, 

28Rives, I, PP• 260-61. 

29Forsyth to Ellis, January 29, 1836, H. ~· ~·, 351, 25th 
.Cong., 2nd Sess., 160,;.62. 
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through the Texas revolution, right on up to the Mexican War in 18450 

The American claims were almost as diversified in nature as they were in 

number. Generally the grievances were of two typesa The United States 

made claims when evidence indicated that the national rights of the 

United States government had been attacked, or when citizens of the 

American republic had suffered private injuries or had had their private 

property confiscated. In the former case a claim was directly charge

able to the Mexican government; in the latter, claims were leveled 

against the government as well as minor authorities or individuals. For 

example, ocean vessels belonging to the United States government or pri

vate individuals were frequently commandeered for Mexican usea Innocent 

American citizens residing in Mexican provinces, especially California. 

and Texas, were arbitrarily arrested and expelled or killed, and their 

property confiscated. These individuals were classed as undesirables 

or those attempting to overthrow the Mexican government. The total 

receipts of the United States government amounted to thirty million dol- · 

lars in June of 1845--this figure includes an accrued interest rate of 

about five per cent, due to the rise of inflation during the period they 

remained unpaid. A~er the war the United States would release Mexico 

from a total debt of $8,491,603. The United States would obligate 

itself to pay only $3,250,000 of that amount to the claillla.nts, thus 

admitting that the claims in dollar terms were exaggerated almost three 

times their actual worth.JO 

The claims were always presented in two forms: When the claims 

30Justin H. Smith, The War With Mexico, I (New York, 1919), ppa 74-
77, 424-25.,· Kohl, pp. 80-90:-Also the claims are discussed throughout 
Ho Ex. Docs., 351, 25th Cong.,, 2nd Sesso, intermittently., - -.- . . . 
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were presented to the authorities in Washington the Secretary of State 

would then forward them on to the American Minister in Mexico for formal 

presentation to the Mexican governmento When a claim was recent and 

occurred in close proximity to the American legation, the claims were 

presented to the nearest American Consul and he would forward them on to 

Mexico City e 

Following Forsyth•s instructions to acquaint himself with the rec-
I 

ord of grievances kept in the American legation at Mexico, Ellis made 

the following report~ 11I am unable to find a single case where indem

nification has been awarded to and a payment received by, the claimante 11 

Ellis explained that the outrages on American comm.erce were very likely 

to continue because Mexico looked upon the United States as either imbe

cilic or afraid to vindicate their rights, and the longer the United 

States permitted the violations to continue confabulation on the subject 

was useless. And in accordance with these facts Ellis proposed the 

United States assume a,direct and straightforward policy toward col~ 

lecting the cla:ims in an uncompromising mannere 3l Ellis was absolutely 

right., 

Heretofore the preceding pages have been concerned with events as 

they happened .. Poinsett was deeply involved with local politics, Cuba, 

and interstate comm.erceo Butler was concerned only with Texas .. The 

two, however, had orders to present American grievances to the Mexican 

government and they did, but without results. Poinsett had created so 

much general hate and discontent that when he presented he seldom re-·· 

ceived a reply. Butler met with similar hostility when he tried to 

31 · Despatches, Ellis to Forsyth, May 28, 1836. · 
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follow his instructionso So many interpositions were received by the 

American State Department in 1832 and 1833 that Van Buren once again 

enjoined Butler to forget Texas for the moment and impress these griev

ances upon Mexicoo32 When he received these orders Butler wrote a note 

to the Mexican ministry and requested an interview to discuss the back-· 

log of claims in the legation's archivese33 Eight days later Gar6ia 

curtly replied that if the claimants really wanted to collect their 

debts they could present themselves and their evidence to the Treasury 

Departmento Gar!ia closed by a remark that probably reflects his dis-

dain for Butler and the United Statesg 

However, should that gentleman still insist upon an interview, 
after what has been here said, the undersigned will have the 
honor of appointing a day where he will repeat to him the 
resolution referred to above.,34 

This reply marks the setting of Mexican policy toward the claims and the 

method the injured would have to endure to gain any satisfactione Some 

of the claimants did report in person but to no availo And it appeared, 

said Butler, that Mexico 9 s policy was a designed evasion and delay.35 

At length Secretary Mclane instructed Butler 

that if a prompt and favorable answer should not be given 
upon this as well as upon the other points at issue between 
the two Governments, you will present my letter to the Min-
ister of Foreign Affairs, and return home.,3 · 

Butler, too interested in his obsession for Texas, never took the 

31!_ .. !l!• ~o, 351, 25th Congo, 2nd Sess .. , pp., 83 and 106., 

33nespatches, Butler to Gar~ia, October 16, 1833e 

34:rbid., Garfia to Butler, October 24, 1833. 

35Ibide, Butler to Mclane, October 26, 1833., 

36Mclane to Butler, June 28, 1834, !:!o ]Ese ~o, 351, 25th Cong., 
2nd Sess.,, ppo 144-45. 
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enjoined action. 

Jackson's dream to incorporate Texas lasted much longer than his 

patience to collect the claims., Just two months after Ellis' note of 

May 28, 1836, the President and the State Department made their decision 

concurrent with Ellis' suggestiono Forsyth, on July 20, 1836, directed 

Ellis to implement his plan. His instructions included a list of fif

teen claims to which he was to make immediate demands for reparations. 

The claims were those the United States had made interposition for ac

cording to the provisions of the fourteenth article of the treaty of 

1832, none of which had been acted upon., If Mexico refused to hear the 

cases Ellis was to inform that government that his further residence in 

their capital would be useless, that failing he was to say that unless 

the wrongs were satisfactorily redressed within a fortnight he was to 

request his passports and return home, bringing the archives of the le

gation with him.,37 

To the letter the American charg~ carried out his assignment.. In 

the exchange of letters between Ellis and Mexico's Acting Min.ister of 

Foreign Relations, Jos{ Monasterio, nothing was accomplished., Ellis, 

on September 26, wrote to Monasterio and presented the claims he had 

received from Forsyth, and, not altogether in pacific terms, he pro

ceeded to generalize on past insults not documented. He reminded 

Monasterio that the President of the United States had always shown a 

. remarkable proclivity to forbear with the unhappy domest.ic situation in 

Mexico and was confident that it would be more than pleased to agree to 

37rbide, Forsyth to Ellis, July 30, 1836., 
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the demanded reparations.38 

Monasterio replied that the Mexican government had the matter under 

consideration and as soon as the documents could be examined on their 

points of legality and justice they would be reported forthwith. 39 El

lis waited two weeks and after no word he informed the Mexicans of his 

intention to sever relations with them if they did not meet his demands 

without any unnecessary delays. 

The Mexican foreign minister temporized with perfectly logical 

reasoning, explaining that such action was unfair, hasty, and premature 

considering that he had been given such short notice to comply with the 

demands but Ellis refused to recant his position .. In his reply Ellis 

said so, adding that unless Mexico agreed to honor the claims within a 

fortnight he would return to the United Stateso Monasterio answered him 

but it was not the reply Ellis had hoped for. In it the Mexican re

viewed the claims submitted by Ellis on September 26, considered them 

one by one, and in the end accepted only two of the fi~een as valida 

Further, Monasterio said that his government's inability to redress 

grievances_ within two weeks was not unprecedented seeing that the United 

States on other issues was guilty of the same offense, therefore that 

was no reason to suspend diplomatic intercourse. The Mexican Secretary 

also referred to article fourteen of the treaty of 1832, claiming that 

the aggrieved parties should bring their claims before the Mexican tri

bunal for adjudications. Finally, he resented the inference that'the · 

American President had always treated Mexico with special indulgence and 

38nespatches, Ellis to Monasterio, September 26, 1836 .. 

39Ibid. , Monasterio to Ellis., October 3, 1836 .. 



cited his obvious reasons. 40 In all, the letter was masterfully writ

ten, decidedly unbiased, stating fairly and clearly the facts which il

lumined Mexico's positiono 

Ellis, unsatisfied, made good his threats on December 7, 18360 

A~er taking issue with Monasterio@s reference to the court procedure 

outlined by treaty, saying it was prejudicial and the results a foregone 

conclusion, he declared that 

The Undersigned entertains no hope of a satisfactory adjust
ment of the questions in controversy between the United States 
and Mexicoo He has patiently waited three weeks for some 
evidence of a more favorable disposition to render justice to 
his injured country, but he has waited in vain; and, whatever 
may be the consequences, he now feels it to be his duty, in 
compliance with instructions, to request that his excellency 
the Pre.sident ad interim will be pleased to furnish h~with 
the necessary passports to leave the Mexican republic. 

The documents were tendered and for the next three years the United 

States was without representation in Mexico City although the various 

American consuls throughout the Mexican States remained at their posts. 

Jackson knew that Mexico was in difficulty; her finances were in 

a deplorable condition and the Texas War of Independence was soon to be 

a fact. Yet, he chose this inopportune time to press that beleaguered 
i 

nation for settlement of grievances against it. The breach of diplo-

matic differences was as wide in Washington as it was in Mexico City and 

the Mexicans acted first by terminating official intercourse before the 

United States did. Two months before Ellis requested his passports the 

Mexican envoy in Washington, Manuel de Gorostiza, on October 15, accused 

the United States of violating Mexican neutrality in allowing General 

40 · Ibid. , November 30, 1836., 

41Ibid., Ellis to Monasterio, December 7, 18360 
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Gaines' forces not only to assemble on the Texas-Louisiana boundary but 

to encroach upon Mexican soil by permitting them to cross the Sabine 

River into TexasQ Gorostiza dutifully protested, demanding that Gaines 

be recalled, but to no availo When Jackson refused his bidding, Goro

stiza withdrew and as he did he circulated a pamphlet among the foreign 

legations resident in Washington condemning the United States for its 

conduct and complicity in the whole affairo42 

After both countries had terminated diplomatic relations, the Jack

son administration in its last official act recognized Texas' independ

ence on March 3, 1837Q The United States, however, refused to accept 

Texas' bid for annexationo Jesse Reeves suggests that this action led 

to the restoration of formal relations between the two countrieso His 

grasp of the situation argues that 

The open refusal of the United States to accept the Texan 
offer of annexation put the United States in a position 
where demand for payment of its claims upon Mexico could 
be made without any suspicion of u115rior motiveoooJackson's 
policy was justified by its resulto 

As is known, up to this tjme Mexico had refused to adjudicate the Amer

ican claims against ito It is possible (although uncertain) that Mex

ico made the first overtures to restore diplomatic relations with the 

United States by way of promising to arbitrate and pay the clajms, ad

judicated by a corrnnissione This action by Mexico was not to reward the 

United States for refusing to annex Texas, but rather in the hope of 

preventing it in the future. 

42Reeves, ppo 76-800 Gorostiza's grievances are printed in his 
letter to Dickins, October 15, 1836, Ho Exo Docso, 190, 25th Congo, 2nd ------ .. ~ Sesso Also see Kohl, po llo 

43Reeves, ppQ 86-870 
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If the claims were used as bait then the United States took it and 

formal relations were restored as follows: On May 14, 1837, the Mexican 

President, Miguel Valentin, appointed Francisco Martinez as minister 

plenipotentiary to the United States; on May 20, of that year, Valentin 

published a decree promising to adjust the claims by arbitration; on 

October 14, 1837, the American government accepted Francisco Martinez 

according to his credentials to negotiate terms of restoration and es-· 

tablish the ground work for a convention to arbitrate the claims as sug

gested by Mexicoe Martinez proposed to re-establish diplomatic rela

tions on April 7, 1838, and Forsyth accepted the proposition on April 

21, solely for the purpose of lending legality to the proposed conven

tiono Finally, after many delays, the convention was held and concluded 

on April 11 7 1839044 

There are other interpretations which, for the record, should be 

notedo After the break of diplomatic relations Jackson took the matter 

to Congress and in his message of February 6, 1837, he declared that 

Mexicows attitude via Gorostizaus actions "would justify in the eyes of 

all nations, immediate waro 11 However, he said Mexico should be afforded 

one more opportunity to atone for the past, before we take 
redress into our own hands000I reconunend that an act be passed 
authorizing reprisals, and the use of the Naval force of the 
United States, by the executive, against Mexico, to enforce them, 
in the event of a refusal by the Mexican government to come to 
an amicable agreement of the matters in controversy between us, 
upon another demand thereof, made f~gm on board one of our ves
sels of war on the coast of Mexicoo 

44nocuments relating these events and lending this theory to it are 
printed in United States Congress, House of Representatives, ~ Report . 
of·Conunittees; Report 752, IV, 29th Congress, 1st Session, ppo 15-22; 
hereinafter cited as !!o Rep& .~0 The re·sults of that and the treaty 
are printed in Treaties and Conventions. 

45!!e ~o ~o, 139, 24th Congo, 2nd Sesso, P• lo 



The President's actions might have equalled his words if Congress had 

given him the authority to declare war.,. Upon this statement Clayton 

Charles Kohl, in his Claims as a Cause of the Mexican War, records his 
. . . ·-·-· ·---..... . -

command of the subsequent events that led to the restoration of diplo

matic relations., 
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The Senate Committee of Foreign Relations, under the chairmanship 

of James Buchanan, took Jackson's bellicose message.to study and, if 

need be, act upon it., The Committee justified his thinking but not his 

actions to go to waro They submitted their proposals to Van Buren, now 

President, that Mexico should be given "one more opportunity to atone 

for the pasto 11 Accordingly, Forsyth, on May 27, 18.37, thirteen days 

after Mexico had appointed a minister to the United States and seven 

days after it had published its decree of promises, commissioned Robert 

Greenhaw to carry messages of reconciliation to the Mexican governmento 

Greenhaw, after presenting himself and his charges to Mexico, was to 

remain for one week for an answer, requesting immediate redress of the 

claim.so The claims presented were those appended to Jackson's Congres

sional address of February 6, instead of those Mexico had already agreed 

to pay. The new claims, fi~y-seven in all, co19-d not have been pre

viously agreed upon (except four) by Mexico and were summarily rejected 

because she could not accredit them in a week's time., Greenhaw returned 

a failure46 and Mexico made its bido 

The proposal to submit the claims to arbitration being agreed to, 

Powhatan Ellis was instructed to return to Mexico City on May .3, 18.39, 
I 

/ 
/ 

46 Kohl, ppo 1.3-290 



to resume his post and his unfinished missiono47 

47Forsyth to Ellis, May 3, 1839, Manning,,,_Diplornatic_Correspond
~, VIII, PPo 93-95~ 
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CHAPTER IV 

THE PERIOD OF ARBITRATION, 1839-1843 

It is deemed worthwhile at this time to recapitulate the events and 

some of their significances to this pointo Poinsett 1 s mission was a 

disaster and Butler's a catastrophe., Poinsett had failed to secure Tex

as honorably and Butler failed.to annex it dishonorablyo The ever 

present claims were actively pursued as a secondary objective to the ac

quisition of Texas.. Jackson, more actively than Adams, had tried every 

means of legal and illegal coercion and decided, in view of the pending 

Texas revolution, to begin an active campaign to collect the claims 

against Mexicoo 

Thus it was Mexico's intransigent attitude over settlement of the 

Texas boundary dispute that became the catalyst which eventually allowed 
I , . 

the claims issue to ascend to one of primary importance in the future 

formulation and execution of American foreign policy toward Mexico., It 

was at this time, in 1836, that the United States embarked on a vigorous 

and uncompromising policy to collect their outstanding debtso Diplomat

ic intercourse between the two countries had been anything but placid 

and in 1836 the course of Mexican-American relations took a decided turn 

on a perilous course that would not improve, but would relentlessly 

follow until the outbreak of war in 1846., 

The claims were long in arrears when Jackson changed his policy 

objectives but his only leverage was the vague and unenforceable article 
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fourteen of th~ treaty of 1832. Forsyth alluded to its legality and 

means of employment in Ellis' instructionso Ellis, in turn, denied the 
. . . . 

same when referred to a Mexican use by that country's foreign relations 

ministero Jackson had proceeded on thin legal grounds and high hopeso 

Up until 1836 Mexico had recognized the validity of the claims, or at 

least of most of themo But at best the claims were orily quasi~legal 

regarding Mexico's obligation to pay them until the international 
.\ 

tribunal was established under the Claims Connnission of 1839. The 

treaty of 1839 was preceded by a convention which met and signed an 

agreement on September 10, 18380 The treaty was never ratified by the 

Mexican Congress who begged that the terms of the treaty did not allow 

them enough time to carry out their obligations and that the King of 

Prussia, appointed as umpire, refused to acto 1 The United States ac

cepted their reasons, much to their chagrin, and President Van Buren 

assented to a new conventiono 2 

The agents of the two countries met and concluded another treaty on 

April 11, 18390 The terms of this latter agreement were essentially the 

same as its predecessor'so The convention provided for a board of com

missioners--two Mexican and two American--and the Prussian Kingo Their 

labors were to be completed within eighteen months from the day they 

meto Four of these months "were spent iri preliminary discussioni:i,. which 

had arisen on frivolous and dilatory objections, raised by the Mexican 

commissioners~" Finally on December 24, 1840, the connnissioners began 

examination of the claimso The board allowed eleven claims, amounting 

1 !!~ Rep., ~ .. , 752, IV, 29th Cong.,, 1st Sess., ,. po 240 

2Ibid., 
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to $439,393082 including principal and interesto The grievances on 

which the board could not agree were referred to the umpire who allowed 

fifty-one claims, aggregating to $1,586,745086 including principal and 

interesto In all the total sum reached $2,026,13906803 

Meanwhile, Ellis returned to Mexico with the following admonish-

ments from Forsyth: 

It is the President's wish that in resuming the discussion of 
these cases [pecuniary claims not submitted for arbitration] 
and any other business which you may have to transact with 
the Mexican government, your language and deportment should 
be of the most conciliatory kind, and evincive of his disposi
tion to do everything in his power to restore and preserve 
the best understanding·between the two governmentso 

Ellis employed all the civilities embraced in his instructions and 

Juan de Dios Canedo, the Mexican Secretary of State, returned the cor

dialityo Both sides were anxious to maintain amicable relations having 

been so recently restoreda The two representatives were waiting for the 

results of the board of conrrnissioners meeting in Washington before at

tempting to settle any of the claims of the American citizens against 

Mexicoo Some pecuniary grievances were presented to the Mexican govern

ment, but the United States had little proof of the offenses and were 

not pressing the issue very hardo Consequently, from the time Ellis ar

rived in Mexico in July, 1839, until he was replaced by President John 

Tyler when he appointed Waddy Thompson of South Carolina to the mission, 

little was accomplished~but little .was attemptedo 

In the interim period of two years between the meeting of the 

board, the process of adjudication, the transmission of the result, and 

3Ibida, PPo 24-250 

~orsyth to Ellis, May 3, 1839, Manning, Diplomatic .,correspondence, 
VIII, Po 950 . . . 



their joint ratification, the claims continued to mount and Forsyth and 

his successor, Daniel Webster, continued to forward them to Mexico for 

interpositione Mexico was still smarting from their loss of Texas, by 

this time recognized as an independent nation by Great Britain, France, 

Holland, Belgium, and the United Stateso The Mexicans considered all 

aliens in their states to be subverters, arrested them on the prete.nse 

of violation of Mexican neutrality, and treated them as prisoners of 

war., 

Throughout the troubled era the United States was continually 

grieved over the numerous decrees, both oral and written, designed to 

curtail the commercial and individual activities of American citizens 

residing or traveling in the various Mexican provinces., Charges and 

countercharges, real and imaginary, and with varying degrees of sever

ity, were constantly being leveled at the other, establishing a somewhat 

predictable pattern .. Whatever the offense it was generally considered 

a violation of some article of some treaty.. These not infrequent occur

rences were seldom provocative enough to draw from one legation or the 

other more than a strong protesto The grievances were usually settled 

on the diploma.tic levelo According to the established pattern during 

and afte.r each successive . crisis, the United States persistently 

reiterated its major foreign policy objective toward Mexico-to collect 

the unpaid and overdue claim.so 

Two of these incidences deserve special mention to illustrate the 

caustic relations between the two countries during this time--not in 

Mexico, but in Washingtono In 1841 President Mirabeau Bo I.amar of 

Texas authorized the army of that republic to organize an expedition to 

Santa Fe for the purpose of adding New Mexico to their doma.ino Some 



American citizens were found on the muster rolls of the Texas armye Tn,e 

expedition was disasterous~six members were captured and marched some. 

two thousand miles over land· to Mexico City and held as prisoners of war . 

in the dungeonso Among them was George M .. Kendall, editor of the ~. 

Orleans Picayuneo Ellis negotiated for their release and finally ob-· 

tained it just as he was relieved by Waddy Thompsono5 
., 

In a long letter, on April 5, 1842, Webster wrote,to his charge, 

Waddy Thompson, at Mexico City and outlined in the strongest language 
' ' ' 

the American position and protest on these matterso 6 While Josg de 

Bocanegra, the most recent Mexican Secretary of State, reiterated his 

country's stand, 7 the situation--if it is not too trite to repeat-was 

a Mexican standoffo 

No sooner than that incident had been satisfactorily concluded the 

infamous invasion of California at Monterey took place.by Cormnodore 

Thomas AP Catesby Jones on October 19, 18420 Juan No Almonte, the Mex

ican minister in Washington, dutifully protested and Webster dutifully 

apologizedo 8 

It will be remembered that the two countries were still arbitrating 

claims illlm.ediately subsequent to these occurrences and that with a new 

president came new ideas •of foreign policy .. Tyler was a Virginian 

5Reeves, Po 940 

6webster to Thompson, April 5, 1842, ~ Writipgs !!!£ Speeches .2£. 
Daniel Webster, XIJ; (National edo·,: Boston, 1903);. pp"' 101-140 

7Ibido, Bocanegra to Webster, May 12, 1842,. pp .. 116-18., 

8The incident is recorded in !!o ~o Docs~, 166, 27th Congo, 3rd 
Sesso, p .. 70 .. · Ibid.;, the Mexican complaint~Almonte to Webster, January 
24, 1843, po 3 .. Ibido, the American apology~Webster to Almonte, 
January 30, 1843, p~ 5o. . 
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and was subject to the outcries of John Quincy Adams and his following 

that the President wanted to obtain Texas for a slave state., Some of 

these charges, while true, have been later adjudged exaggerated. But 

that Tyler wanted Texas and California is true and he quickly became 

ready to trade the claims, despairing that they would ever be paid, for 

this annexation of land. Tyler feared that the British were entertain

ing the same thoughts, and, on advice of his Secretary of the Navy, sent 

Commodore Jones to the Pacific to prevent this. To abet his plans in 

Mexico, the President sent Waddy Thompson as his representative. 9 That 

the British were interested in California has been quite definitely es

tablished,10 although privately Lord Ashburton denied it to Webster.,11 

Thompson, in his first letter from Mexico, discusses the situation 

as he found it relative to California and Texasa Thompson told Webster: 

I believe that this government would cede to us Texas and the 
Californias, and I am thoroughly satisfied that it is all we 
shall ever get for the claims of our merchants on this 
country., 

He considered California infinitely more valuable than Texas and he was 

convinced that California was 

destined to be the granary of the Pacific. It is a country 
in which slavery is not necessary, and therefore, if that is 
made an objection, let there be another compromise~ France 
and England both have their eyes upon ito 

He concluded by saying that he would desire 11no higher honor than to be 

. t t . . "t 12 an ms rumen in securJ.ng 1 "" 

9Kohl, ppo 45-47a 

1~ .. D. Adams, 11English Interest in the Annexation of California," 
American Historical Review, XIV (April, 1909), pp. 744-763. 

11Ashburton to Webster, April.28, 1844, Webster, II, Po 192Q 

12 Despatches, Thompson to Webster, April 29, 1842a 
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Thompson repeated his desire to the President on May 9 and on June 

27. Webster answered both letters and stated the American policy toward 

such acquisitionso Secretary Webster said it was not of the highest ex

pectations, but 

Nevertheless the benefit of the possession of a good Harbour 
on the Pacific is so obvious, that to that extent, at least, 
the President strongly inclines to favor the idea of a treaty 
with MexicoeoeYou are at liberty to sound the·Mexican Govern
ment upon the subject of a·cession of the Territory upon t£' 

. Pacific, in satisfaction of those cla:ims, or some of theme 

In complying with his instructions, Thompson attempted every oppor

tunity to sound out the Mexican government on its amenability to part 

with California and Texas, arguing that Mexico had not taken hostile ac-

. tion against Texas in the last six years and the hopes of it in the 

future were equally as distressingo Thompson, in the meant:ime, returned 

to the task of collecting the claims, although throughout his entire 

tenure in Mexico he consistently mentioned California to his superiors 

in Washingtono. 

110ur Philo-Mexican minister, 1114 as Justin Smith described him, man

aged to associate among high circles in Mexico City and gained consider

able influence in the clergy and the State De~artment, but even in doing 

so it did not help him to convince Mexico to pay her debtso Mexico 

looked upon the Claims Commission as a tribunal that required Mexico to 
. . . 

allow American citizens to present claims but did not require .it to pay 

theme Webster agreed to this logic and the American government as

sented. The problems that brought this about were due to the nature.of 

some of the claims Thompson had to present for paymento The American 

l3Quoted by Kohl, Webster to Thompson, June 27, 1842, po 48e 

l4Smith, I, po 80e 
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envoy· at this time was presenting claims that had not been brought be

fore the arbitration board, and one of these illustrates Mexico's indig

nation and a good reason not to pay ito 

The claim was made by William So Parrott, and consisted largely of 

huge amounts of bottled portero The total sum was six hundred ninety 

thousand dollarso Thompson reported his feelings on the matter, saying: .. 

These claims are not of such a character as to justify menace 
and the execution of that menace if compliance is refusedo I 
am constrained to say that if they were referred to me as a 
judge, I could not admit them, nay more I cannot with a clear 
conscience assist them~ 

To do so, he continued, 11would subject both me and the government to 

ridicule, if nothing worse.,1115 

The situation, as it stood 1 was entirely untenable for both sides 

and a new convention seemed to be a remedy" Thompson had some trouble 

persuading Mexico to agree as they were rather chary, this request hav

ing come so soon after the Jones affair in Monterey a At length Mexico 

did agree and a convention was held in Washingtono An agreement was 

signed on January 30, 18430 Mexico agreed to liquidate the adjudicated 

debts in quarterly installments over a five-year period beginning the 

following Aprilo In the end Mexico would make only three of the twenty 

payments under this compacto 

To please the Mexican government, the January treaty contained pro

visions to call another convention'.! to be held in Mexico City on the 

following November 20, in order that the Mexican republic could present 
{ 

their claims against the United States (although unofficially the;latter 
I 

denied that Mexico had any legal claims against the American 

l5Despatches~ Thompson to Webster, November 30, 18420 



government) .. 

The Americans, having the most numerous claims, rightly insisted 

that the joint board of commissioners meet in Washington, and Mexico 

agreedo The concession to hold a convention in Mexico City and the 

board to meet in Washington was one.of the two amendments attached by 

the United States Senate when that body ratified the proceedings on 

January 30, 1844.. If the arbitrators had met in Mexico City it would 

have effectively negated the convention agreements and infinitely post- .·. 

poned settlemento The claimants, all American citizens, would have been 

required to travel to Mexico to present their documents and testimonies 

in person., This had been tried bef'.ore, it will be recalled, and com-, 

pletely without result .. In addition, a new board was to be, in fact, 

but a continuance of the old one and its duties were chiefly to complete 

the business which had been left unfinished in Washington by the pre-

vious commissiono 

The second amendment struck out the sixteenth article which re

ferred to the board the claims of a pecuniary nature t?at the two 

governments might have against each other, with an appeal to the umpire. 

in case a majority of the commissioners could not agreeo The Senate 

deleted the article as it discovered that in the course of the negotia

tions no mention was ever made .of any pecuniary claims relative to the 
' ' 

governments themselveso Only the claims of American citizens against 
' ' 

the Republic of Mexico were ever discussed .. 16 Finally, as stated above, 

the aggregate amount adjudicated from all conventions of all claims, in

cluding principal, interest, and :inflation totaled $8,491,6030 

16 . 
,!!o Rep .. ~a, 752, IV, 29th Congo, 1st Sess .. , po 250 Also see 

Smith, I, ppo 81 and 43le 
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The United States at last had Mexico's signature to a document at

testing to their obligation to pay their debts, some of which were at 

least thirty years olde 

Waddy Thompson returned to the United States on March 9, 1844, and 

Ben Green became acting chargt d'affaires until September 1, 18440 



CHAPI'ER.V 

THE FINAL BREAK, 1844-1846 

At the beginning of 1844 domestic politics in the United States 

predominated .. There was continual talk of.the annexation of Texas by 

the United Stateso It was an election year, and events from the pre-· 

vious autumn injected fear that the British and even the French were 
' . ' 

intriguing for their influence to be felt in Texaso 1 British machina-

tions in Texas were not as well founded as the United States and John Co 

Calhoun, then Secretary of State, purported them to be .. In December, 

1843, Lord Aberdeen of the British Foreign Office wrote to the British 

minister, Richard Packenham, in Washington to set the record straight 

regarding that government's attitude and activities in Texas. Said the 

British foreign minister, 

We have put ourselves forward in pressing the Government of 
Mexico to acknowledge Texas as·independent .. But in thus 
acting,. we have no occult design, either with reference to 
any· peculiar influence which we might seek· to establish in 
Mexico or· in Texas, or even with ref erenc.e to the slavery 
which now exists, and which we desire to see abolished in 
Texas .. ., o The governments of the sla'V'eholding States may be 
assured that, al though we shall not desist from· open and .. 
honest efforts which we have constantly·made for procuring 
the abolition of slavery throughout the world, we sha11· 
neither openly nor secretly resort to any measures which 

1st., George Leakin Sioussat, nJohn Caldwell Calhoun, Secretary of 
State," ~_American,,Secretaries:--2f.State ~.TheirDiplomacy, ed., 
Samuel Flagg Bemis, V (New·York; 1929), p .. 231 .. · · · 
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can tend to distu~b their internal tranquili~y, or thereby 
affect the prosperity or the American UniGn .. 
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. Calhoun was not easily convincedo He flew into a tirade and in 

very censorious language replied.to Aberdeen statements con_nnunicated to 

him by Packenhamo He set d?W!l all of the virtues of slaves, slave owri

ing as an institution, and said that in no way did he believe in the 

sincerity of Aberdeen or the British governmento The harangue continued 

as Calhoun informed Packenham that the treaty of annexation was soon to 

be submitted to the United States Senate and that, in no uncertain 

ternis, was the British, hereafter, to mind their own businesso3 The 

subsequent exchange of letters between the two men proved nothing as 

Calhoun continued to charge the British government with diplomatic in

trigue in Texas and Mexico, and Packenham was disposed to deny them.4 

The United States was mainly concerned with British interference rela

tive to the abolition of slavery in Texas, and, while there was some 

British activity to do so, it was by private citizens--not the British 

government .. 

On August 1, 1843, Ashbel Smith, the Texan charg& d1affaires in 

London reported to the British foreign office that British subjects pur

porting to represent the Texas government were appealing to authorities 

in London, seeking aid to help abolish slavery in Texaso He said the 

Texas government disavowed any league with those British subjects· as to 

whether slavery or any other institution of its government should be 

. . ~British ~q~eMB .. and_,StatePa12ers, XXXIII, Aberdeen to Packenham, 
December 2b, 1843, ppe 232-330 

3Ibid .. , C!lhoun to Packenham, April 18, 1844, pp .. 236-400 

4rbid., The exchange of correspondence between Calhoun and Packen
ham, PPo 24Q...45 .. 
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•• changed., Smith assured Aberdeen that neither he nor.any of his charges 

at the legation were representing to the British government any complic

ity in the matter.,5 

Some Englishmen were suspected of slave running out of the Texas 

port of Galveston, and when the British consuls there knew.of it they 

rei'used to issue them the papers which would have given them protection 

at sea under the British flag .. 6 The British government was probably an

noyed at these activities and tried to stop them, but they encouraged 

their nationals to speak out against slavery a · On September 11, 1843, 

Aberdeen acknowledged Smith~ s explanation and stated the position of the 

British government saying that 11N0thing can be i'urther from their in

tention [British government] than thus to interfere in the internal 

affairs of Texasa" However, any individual British citizen in Texas 

who was so inclined to denounce the institution was at freedom to do 

so. 7 

The British did have an interest in Texan affairs and may have. 

gently aggravated the slavery issue to that government in order that 

they might secure better maritjJne conditions for their commerce in the 

areaa But as to the extent the United States assigned their involve

ment seems to have been exaggerated~especially a year later, in 1845, 

when the United States justified its annexation of Texas to Mexico say

ing the step was necessary because of abounding British intrigue in 

Texas to abolish slavery and to protect and insure the continued harmony 

5Ibid.,, XXXII, Ashbel Smith to Aberdeen, August 1, 1843, po 415., 

6rbid .. , PPo 416-l?o 

7Ibida, Aberdeen to Smith, September 11, 1843, po 418a 
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of the union relative to those slave states adjacent to the Texas bar-, 

derso 

In 1844 and 1845 the Tyler administration was firm in these convic

tions, and these opinions may have been quite instrumental in guiding 

their foreign policy toward annexationo Abel Upshur, Webster's succes

sor, had been actively advancing negotiations for a treaty of annexa

tion to present to Congress that would bring Texas into the union~ When 

he was suddenly despatched by an explosion on the United States Ship 

Princeton, John Co Calhoun of South Carolina, the leading spokesman for 

the slave factions in the country, assumed his post as Secretary of. 

State on March 6, 18440 

Cries of a slave conspiracy to annex Texas as a slave state innne

diately came from the abolitionistso Their case, logical if unfounded, 

ran that Calhoun and Tyler were both southerners, old friends, slave 

advocates, and would have Texas at any price~even waro Tyler's opposi

tion charged that after Jonest blunder at Monterey the President de

spaired of trading the claims for Texas and California, and thereafter 

left the claims grievances open and unresolved in order that he might 

return to them in the futurel if necessary, as a·cause for war that he 

might still obtain Texas if all else failedo 8 

As for Tyler himself, he probably chose Calhoun for the same rea

sons given along with the fact that his cabinet was filled with Calhoun

iteso But why!-if he knew, and he surely did, that Calhoun, when 

brought back from retirement and into a position of national prominence 

might, if he were successful, renew his former aspirations for the 

8 
Kohl, ppo 49-500 
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,presidency. Tyler clearly wanted Texas in the union, and he knew Cal

houn did; he was also aware that their views on the matter were the 

sameo Upshur 1s negotiations for annexation were well underway and Tyler 

was receiving much of the credit-if Calhoun could continue where Upshur 

le~ off then the credit would still accrue to the President, and Tyler 

needed and wanted it.. This long sought after achievement would give the 

chief executive the necessary platform he required to run for the pres-, 

idency again, as public opinion already was in his favor on the issue. 9 

Tyler's policy toward Texas was well known in 1842 ,, but whatever 

changes he made in his policy towards Mexico after the Jones fiasco are 

difficult to determine.. His Secretary of State seems to have made no 

policy alterations.. Perhaps Tylerw s position was similar to Jackson's 

in 1835; with the Texas revolution almost a certainty he ordered Butler 

to discontinue further negotiation as the situation was now far enough 

advanced to take care of itsE;ilf o Tyler might easily have felt the same 

way from 1842 to 1844, although, unlike Jackson, he issued no orders to 

that effecto At any rate Thompson, and Green after him, continued to 

press the Mexican government to liquidate their debts; for the first 

time the United States' demands were legally established and recognized 

·by the entire world .. A close review of the last two years in Mexico 

before the outbreak of war best describes not only the United States' 

effort to collect its grievances but provides a good monitor of Mexico's 

growing animosity toward the United States, Texas, and annexationo 

Ben Green, the American charg~ d'ai'faires at Mexico City, received 

the proceedings of the November convention on March 28, 1844 .. On.that 

9Reeves, ppo 140-420 .. 



same day he addressed a letter to Bocanegra requesting an audience to 

discuss the convention results and the amendments attached by the l,Jnited 

StateselO Bocanegra did not replyo Green summoned his attention to the 

matter again on March 300 In the second letter Green was as concilia-• 

tory as before but slightly more forc·eful, declaring unequivocally that 

he and the United States government expected Mexico to accept the re

sults with the amendm.ents--the sooner the better.11 Bocanegra .this time 

replied .. He insisted that to date.he had received no official notifica

tion of the treaty modifications from the Mexican minister in Washing

ton, General Juan No Almonte. The acting chargt pressed Bocanegra again 

on the second day of April, and again on the sixth and eighth days of 

that monthe Each time the reply was the sam.e 0 

Judging from the letters and correspondence o~the American consu

lar despatches at Mexico City, Green was apparently not only the most 

able but also the most effective of all the consular diplomats during 

these distressing yearse Green seemed better able to communicate with 

the Mexican officials and adjust to the revolutionary convulsions that 

frequently brought new ministers and administrations to power in Mexicoo 

In addition, Green had considerable influence among other important 

circles in this uncertain environment, including the clergy o His advice 

to his superiors in Washington relative to the political conditions in 

Mexico apparently was seriously reviewed by them when formulating the 

strategy of their foreign policye 

Green's observations concerning the claims situation and the 

10 Despatches, Green to Bocanegra, March 28, 18440 

11Ibido, March 30, 18440 
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political pulse · of Mexico were exceptionally valuable, as shown in a 

long cormnunication to Calhoun on April 8, 1844., As concerns the claims, 

he said, the Mexican government had made no pretentions to deny the jus

tice of foreign claims nor did they sincerely object to having the 

grievances adjusted by a commission .. However, the Mexican officials 

were hedging on paying any installments by attempting to arouse popular 

public opinion against the validity of the American claims. In.informal 

conversation the Mexican minister of the treasury had privately remarked 

to Thompson that his government, for the purpose ·Of local consumption,. 

must make the people believe that Mexico, too, had legal and outstanding 

claims against the American government .. Employing the best use of this 

successful bit of propaganda, the Mexican government was able to justify 

withholding payments for a while longer, that it might satisfy the 

demands of its peopleo Green warned. that the next installment, under 

11a previous arrangement," would probably not be paid as there was 

scarcely a dollar in the treasury .. 

T:\1:e informative letter continuedo Mexico was :unpressed with force

ful tactics, as exemplified by the French diplomacy of 1838 .. The diplo

mat accordingly suggested that the United States assume a more.forceful 

approach in diplomacy-the kind Mexicans best understood .. This im.por-· 

tant.comlliunique contained enlightening insight about Mexico's most 

popular political enigma, General Santa Anna, and some of his political 

ambitions which soon threatened to manifest themselves in the character 

of Mexican politics" Santa Anna had extemporaneously told Thompson that 

11Mexico needs a foreign war to develop her resources .. " Green inter

preted this audacious remark to mean that Santa Anna really hoped to in

volve his country in war that he might restore his dictatorial powers;. 
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and, worse, 11that he seeks to place upon his own brow the imperial dia

dem which cost Iturbide his lifeo II Finally, in this despatch, Green, 

upon hearing renewed rum.ors of British interest in the Californias, 

stated that 

We have nothing to gain by quarreling with her [Mexico] 
unless indeed we should end by gaining possession of Cal
ifornia, and thereby, secure a harbourage for oy2 shipping 
on the Pacific and enhance our prestige abroado · · 

This expression of expansionism reflected some of the popular po

litical thinking of the day-that of Manifest Destiny., The importance 

of Manifest Destiny as an instrument of American foreign policy in con-

. junction with the settlement of claims appeared negligible at the time 

of Greenw s despatch., Buch'anan' s later instructions to Slidell possibly 

pointed to a j~taposition of the two objectives for the first time 

since Tyler~s and Thompsonws efforts in early 1842.,13 

Throughout April and May of 1841+ almost every letter of correspond

ence from the American legation addressed to the Mexican foreign office 

requested that payments for claims be honoredo By April 25, the arrival 

of American newspapers, editorializing on the annexation of Texas, an

gered the Mexicans, causing debates and speculation that the event was 

near at hando Ben Green reported to Secretary of State Calhoun that the 

furor of the Texas issue might bring about some changes in key ministe-

14 · rial posts that would be.unfavorable to the United Stateso On May 16, 

Green, in despair, said that Mexico was "expecting from day to day to 

12Ibido, Green to Calhoun, April 8, 1841+0 

l3John Bassett Moore, edo, The Works of James Buchanan Comprising 
his Speeches, State., Pap~rs, .. and.Private Cottespondence ,. VI (New York, 
1960), pp., 294-3060 . · . 

14nespatches, Green to Calhoun, April 25, 1841+0 
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hear of the annexation of Texas, which will offer an excuse for not pay

ing at allo 1115 

On May 23, 1844, the already strained relations between Mexico and 

the United States worsenedo From this point to the outbreak of hostil

ities any real hope of ever collecting payment for the American claims 

was almost totally loste Following instructions from President Tyler, 

Green proceeded to inform the Mexican government that the plenipoten- -

tiaries of the Republics of Texas and the United States had signed a 

treaty of annexation and had submitted it to the United States Senate 

16 for its approvalo 

Greenis communication of May 23 to Bocanegra took care to insure 

the Mexican government that the act of annexation was in no way meant to 

demean the honor and dignity of Mexicoo He then explained the reasons 

why the United States took such a step~ The American government, he 

said, was acting upon information that British efforts to abolish slav

ery in that territory were serious and abounding with intriguee Second, 

he stated that in order to protect the continued harmony of the union in 

those states adjacent to Texas, this step had become necessarye In 

addition, the Texas borders were left undefined andtopen for future 

negotiations with Mexicoo He concluded this reasoning by assuring 

Bocanegra that the United States' motives were sincere, and that it 

would be a circumstance of great regret if the Mexican government were 

l5Ibide, May 16, 18440 

16 Calhoun to Green, April 19, 1844, Manning, Diplomatic Correspond-
ence, VIII, PPo 149-510 -
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to think otherwise0 17 This line of reasoning seems very curious to pre

sent to Mexico considering that in earlier years it had already abol

ished slavery in Texaso 

A report from the Mexican Secretary of State, Lucas Alaman, to the 

Mexican Congress relates the slavery issue in Texas and the circum

stances under which it was exempted.; _ The abolition of slavery in all 

Mexican provinces was decreed by President Vicente Guerrero on Septem

ber 15, 18290 The context indicates that the Texans promptly revolted 

upon hearing of the decreeo The American settlements at Aires, Atoyac, 

and Sabinas apparently started the troubleo Texas was exempted, accord

ing to Alaman, not by congressional provision, but by the personal com-· 

mand of General Guerrero in a letter to the Mexican Commandant General, 

Jos~ Teran, in the provinceo The action was taken because Mexico did 

not have the military resources to enforce the decreeo18 Green°s in

structions from the President seemed to suggest that the Tyler adminis

tration was to sanction slavery as an instrument of national policy., 

With this kind of logic the forthcoming answer from Bocanegra . should 

have been one that Green might reasonably have expected it to beo 

In answering Greenws pronouncements, Bocanegra stated that the 

United States w reasoning for the treaty of annexation was unacceptable, 

and indeed that. it appeared that official United States policy was to 

condone slaveryo Bocanegra belabored the point enough to impress Green, 

saying that the Mexican government looked upon slavery 11with horror" and 

as a• 11 relic of barbarous ageso." In this corresponq.ence Bocanegra 

17 _· 
Despatches, Green to Bocanegra, May ~3, 1844., Also see George 

Ficknor Curtis, ~2.! James Buchanan, I (New York, 1885), ppo 581~82., 
. . 

18 . 
!!o ~o ~ .. , 351, 25th Congo, 2nd Sesso, pp., 315-160 
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officially informed the United States government that if the annexation 

treaty were ratified by the Senate, Mexico must declare such an act as 

equivalent grounds for a declaration of waro Further, Bocanegra de

clared that once Texas was incorporated into the American Union the 

Mexican government would not convene to discuss the international bound

ary lineso These boundaries, he declared, were already fixed by the 

treaty of 1828 and under no circumstances were they to be adjustede 19 

Green, on June 7, wrote to Calhoun to discuss Bocanegra's reply 

briefly and assessed the current situation in Mexico relative to the re

cent news of annexationo Green said that the Mexican Congress was in 

session attempting to muster another effort to reconquer Texas, and that 

Santa Anna probably would not attempt it again, and, therefore, would be 

reluctant to send another general to Texas who might succeed where he 

had failed., The money for such a conquest, fortunately, was not avail

able and every effort to borrow it failedo The Mexican minister of.war 

privately told General Thompson that 11Texas is gone from Mexico, it is 

impossible for us to reconquer her, and all we wish is to save the 

national decorum" 11 Green continued discussing the influence of the sev

eral factions within the country_;.,some wanted immediate action, while 

others wanted to wait until Tyler was out of office, hoping for a 

changee The situation, although uncertain at the time, was probably 

favorable because to date Mexico had shown much ineptitude in dealing 

with Texas, exemplified by eight years of inactiono. 

l9Despatches, Bocanegra to Green, May 30, 18440 The treaty Bocan
egra referred to is the !!Treaty of Limits with the United Mexican 
States" of January 12, 1828, which ccmfirmed the boundaries as those. 
established in the Adams-Onis T:reaty of 18190 American State Papers, 
Foreign Relations, VI, PPo 946-500 · · 
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Santa Anna and the Congress were moving with caution, Green re

ported, because the powerful clergy seemed unalterably opposed to any 

action regarding the reconquest of Texase Greenws confidants had in

formed him. of certain military troop deployments since the middle . of May 

northward from two cities, San Luis Poto'i and Jalapao Finally, in his 

correspondence of June 7, Green warned that the success or failure of 

any definite plans of the Mexican government might depend upon the sue- . 

cess of .a recent envoy sent to France and England to appeal for aido 20 

From June to October the strained relations between the two coun

tries continued without improvement., The two ministers, in their 

correspondence, maintained the requisite diplomatic protocols as they 

continued the two basic arguments~Texas and the claims., 

If the diplomatic relations deteriorated in May of 1844, they 

turned sour in October of that year when Wilson Shannon succeeded Waddy 

Thompson as the American minister in Mexicoo This move did not improve 

the American position but a similar change in the Mexican minister of 

foreign relations considerably improved Mexicows when Manuel Rejon re-
. . . . . 

placed Bocanegra as the Minister of Gobernaci6no When Shannon was 

appointed, his instructions were the same as the other ministers--to 

press for the payment of claims., 21 Shannon, however, was not a subtle 

diplomat and had little tact in dealing with the skillful Rejon., From 

the beginning Shannon was given to the use of hard and abusive words 

which continually angered the Mexicans and seriously hampered his 

effectivenesso On the other hand, Rejon always maintained a remarkable 

20nespatches, Green to Calhoun, June 7, 1844'1 

21see footnote 13 aboveQ 
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diplomatic composureo 

On November 12, 1844, Shannon wrote to Calhoun complaining of the 

grossly offensive language employed by Mexican officials (which was no 

worse than his own) .against. the Unit.ed States, its government, and its 

people relative to Texas annexation, and the fever of the government was 

definitely warlike as it had begun to mobilize its armyo Tbe blustering 

and impatient Shannon was considering demanding his passports for this 

reason alone but demurred, thinking his mission was too importanto Fi.., 

nally, he informed Calhoun of. some of the methods of the Mexica~ govern

ment to delay payment and declared, in his opinion, that unless the 

issue was certain to result in war, the claims would never be paid, and 

it was 11time for Congress to begin to act, and vindicate the honor of 

the country as well as the just rights of our plundered citizenson22 

For one pretext or another, the Mexican government always found an 

excuse to avoid honoring payment of the claimso In September of 1843 

the Mexican minister of war issued decrees to the governors of the prov

inces of California, Sinaloa, Sonora, and Chihuahua instructing them to 

exercise their authority by judging for themselves when aliens, espe

cially Americans, in their provinces were vagrants, seditionists, or 

otherwise dangerous menaces to the public lawso Those who were arbi-
- . . . . . . 

trarily thought to be such were often arrested, incarcerated, fined, and 

expelled from Mexican territoryo These border regulations and other 

similar violations by Americans supplied the Mexican government with 

additional reasons.not to make their installment payments or to discuss 

the Texas questiono 

22 Despatches, Shannon to Calhoun, November 12, 1844e 



In October, Mexico was still protesting the question of the Texas 

annexation., Rejon, in a letter to Shannon, reviewed the entire history 

of the province., In.the letter~a masterpiece in diplomatic correspond

ence-Rejon skillfully manipulated the truth and any aspect of it 

clearly to the Mexican advantage .. Basically, the argument set forth 

with amazing credulity all the legal aspects for the rightful ownership 

of Texas by Mexico as defined in the Adams-Onis Treaty, which was later 

confirmed by the treaty of 1828., He said, in essence, that the United 

States had seized the opportunity to recognize Texas' independence 

through the misfortunes of Mexico., Mexico, he asserted, had never r~c

ognized the independence of Texas and still retained, 11 in tl:ie eyes of 

all the world,". legal and undisputed ownership of that province. 23 

Shannon immediately expressed his indignation and demanded that the cor

respondence be officially withdrawno Shannon, to his credit, did not 

attempt to debate the point with Rejono 

In early December, 1844, the Santa Anna government was overthrown 

in a revolution by General Mariano Paredeso In the midst of impending 

revolution, Calhoun, well aware of the political instability in Mexico, 

and knowing full well that the country was near bankruptcy, continued to 

press for payment of claimso Green informed Calhoun of the present sit

uation on December 17., He stated that the last three installments had 

not been paid, and no prospect for their settlement was in sighto Green 

said that Mexico had borrowed enough money to satisfy all the outstand

ing claims but had used it for other purpbsesa The claims issue was a 

daily subject of vehement editorials in the Mexican government's 

23Ibido, Rejon to Shannon, October 31, 1844., 
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official organ, fil;, Diario., These editorials were serving the purpose. 

well, saying that American claims were totally unjustified and, in con

sequence, should not be paid. Evasively, the present goverrnnent placed 

the obligation to pay the claims on the old Bustamante government, 

which, of course, absolved the present government of any blame.,24 

At the beginning of 1845, in addition to the Texas and the claims 

disputes, California became.a part of American foreign policy. On Jan

uary 9, 1845, Shannon advised his superiors in Washington of new events 
. . 

relative to British efforts to buy the two Californias., Santa Anna, al

though out of power, was negotiating with the British minister for the 
. . 

sale.of California .. The negotiations were based on the English claims 

against Mexico which amounted to twenty-six million dollars in mort

gages. Shannon assessed the English to be seriously interested in the 

project, but for the moment it looked as though it might fail because 

public opinion in Mexico was not favorable to Santa Anna or to the Brit

ish.. This unpopularity came about because Santa Anna, acting on British 

advice, dismissed the Congress and deci~~ed hims~if a ·a.:1ctato:r~·e5·· 

In l844,.James Knox Polk was elected President .. When he took over 

the reins of government in March, 1845, Mexico had ceased to make the 

payments awarded by the convention of January 30, 1843.. The subsequent 

convention of November 20 had failed to be ratified because Mexico was 

expecting the annexation of Texas.. The claims were almost as grievious 

to the Unit.ed States as T.exas was to Mexico., Juan Almonte, the Mexican 

minister in Washington, severed diplomatic relations (before they were 

24rbid., Shannon to Calhoun, December 9, 1844 .. 

25Ibid.,, January 9, 18450 
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in Mexico) when Tyler signed the joint resolution of the United States 
. . . . 

Congress for the annexation of Texas on March i, 18450 26 Meantime, . 

owing to slow connnunication, diplomatic activities in Mexico continued., 

As to California and the British interest there, the United States 

reacted., That the United States became more interested in obtaining 

California might have been the result of developments contained in Shan

non's cormnunication to Washington on the subjecte President Polk, once 

in office, stepped up activities in California because he feared that 

Great Britain or even France might . acquire California before the United 

States couldo 27 · By September of 1845 the President was ready to pay 

from fifteen to twenty million dollars for the purchase of upper Cali

fornia and New Mexico., The matter must have seemed of paramount :i.mpor-, 

tance to Polk, for he readily became.willing to pay upwards to forty 

million dollars i'or that territory if the situation demanded ito 28 

Polk, like his predecessor, was interested in acquiring Texas by 

annexation and had made it the chief subject of his campaign promises 

for the presidency in 18440 The new President was more desperate in his 

aims than was Tyler, and desired to accomplish his goals by attempting 

to start a war in Texas through political intrigue with the Texas pres

ident, Anson Joneso Jones, however, demurred, probably due to the pop-· 

ular public sentiment already felt towards the more peaceful aim of 

annexation .. This theory is proposed by Richard fio Stenberg in his "The 

Failure of Polkv s Mexican War Intrigue of 1845," and through his expert 

26Kohl, p .. 58., 

27Ee D., Adams, pp .. 744-630 

2~o Milton Quaife, edo, The,.Diary of James!" Polk Dur~.~. 
Presidency, 1845 to 1849~ I (Chicago,· 1910), ppo 34-35., · Smith,· I, t,~·950 

. . . 
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documentation, he proves ito 29 

The period from January to March, 1845, was uneventful in Mexicoo 

The exchange of letters and correspondence between Mexico and the United 

States was characterized by short notes and short temperso The notes 

were straight to the point, concerning only trivial :matters, such as 

consular appointments, permission to hold public auctionsi and some 

minor grievanceso 

Shannon felt that the United States could not convince Mexico to 

reconsider its position on Texas, especially with the introduction of 

the California questiono In this position the American minister pursued 

the only issue on which he had legal ground~· that of the payment of 

claims, which, since 1825, was never allowed to lay idle for any length 

of timeo The Mexican government :made no genuine effort to pay the 

claims but did adopt a policy to keep the question from getting out of 

hand., The government would issue notes through the foreign minister for 

payment but the Treasury would not honor themo 

On March 28, 1845, the final break in diplomatic relations in Mex

ico took placeo Luis Cuevas, the new Mexican foreign relations minis

ter, informed the United States government and Shannon that, owing to 

the recent ratification of the treaty for annexation of Texas by the 

United States Senate, all diplomatic relations between the two countries 

were thereby severed}O · When notified of this decision, Shannon at

tempted to get the Mexican government to reconsidero The Mexicans, 

however, were adamant and declared that they would stand on their 

29Richard Ro Stenberg, 11 The Failure of PolkWs Mexican War Intrigue 
of 1845," Pacific Historical Review, DT (March, 1935) 11 ppo 39-68., 

30nespatches, Cuevas to Shannon, March 28, 18450 
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decisione Shannon, in reluctant acquiescence, requested his passports 

on May 8, 1845, ·saying that he regretted that Mexico had refused the ex

tension of the "olive branch" and the desire .to discuss further the 

distressing problems between the two countrieso3l 

Wilson Shannon was not the last United States Minister to Mexico 

before the ~r, but was the last one to reside in Mexico Cityo The Polle, 

administration had decided to attempt to re-establish diplomatic rela

tions .with Mexicoo Accorqingly, it 'Was decided that Mro John Slidell of 

New Orleans would be appointed as the new ministero32 Slidell's com

mission was explicit in its instructionso He was directed to again take 

up the subject of the claims issueo This time, however, the United 

States, hoping to appease Mexico on the· issue, decided·to make an offero 

The proposition, in essence, stated that in return for acknowledging the 

limits of the United States territory as the Rio Grande, the United 

States would release Mexico from the obligation to pay the remainder of 

these American claims still outstandingo If this agreement could have 

been made, the United States government would have taken on itself the 

responsibility of payment of the old debto33 

However, Mexico availed itself of a technicality in the wording of 

Slidell's commission, saying that Mexico would be willing to receive on

ly a commissioner for preliminary discussions before restoring formal 

diplomatic relations, not a full..;fledged minister, as was Slidello This 

31Ibido, Shannon to Cuevas, May 8, 18450 

32Quaife, I, Pe 340 

33Moore, pa 300e Frederick Merk Manifest .Dest~ !!!&..Mission 3;!! 
_American Histo:cy", ~Jleinterpretation ~New York; 19637PPo 84.:.85~ · 
Samuel Flagg Bemis, Diplomatic Hi~tory .2! -~ United States (4th edo, 
New York, 1955),. pe 237 o . . . . . 
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action was _an indication that Mexico really did not want to restore 

relations, else they would have remembered that in 18.37 when formal re

lations were broken the United States accepted Martinez as a fully 

accredited minister--not a conmd.ssionero Accordingly, the Mexican 

government rejected Slidell, his credentials, and his missiona.34 The 

United States had said and done all it could do. Mexico had said and 

done all it was going to doo The breach between the countries this time 

was final-their longstanding differences would now have to be settled 

by war instead of diplornacyo 

.34:semis, Diplomatic Histog, Po 2.37 o 



CHAPTER VI 

CONCLUSIONS 

Mexican-American diplomat.ic relations had an inauspicious begin

ning.. When Poinsett arrived in Mexico to assume his duties, the offi

cial attitude was already set against him. He was further confronted 

with a strong British influence abetted by the United States because, 

due to political domestic jealousies at home, the appointment of a min

ister was delayed three years after the American government recognized 

Mexico's independence. Poinsett seemed a perfect choice~ he was widely 

experienced in Latin American affairs, he had held important governmen

tal positions, and he had a commanding knowledge of the Spanish lan

guageo He was, however, an impatient "flaming evangel of republican

ism," and he had not the prudence to keep from involving himself in the 

local political warsj not as a spectator but as a gladiatoro He did so 

for two reasonsi to gain access to the political influence which he 

felt would bring about a government based on pure republican principles 

modeled after that of the United States; and to offset British influ-

ence., 

Poinsett effectively fulfilled the early Mexican prophecies made of 

him even before he began his missiono The evils he accomplished far 

outweighed the good he did~ He was never able to provide the material 

or ideological cement necessary to harmonize relations between the two 

countries,, He failed where even a more talented or prudent diplomat 

90 
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might have failed because of the ill-conceived instructions he was obli

gated to dischargeo 

Mexico demanded his recall because local politicians resented his 

"unauthorized excursion in local politics" (although he continually 

denied it)o Mexico's timing was unpropitious, however, because Andrew 

Jackson sent a man Mexicans would soon hate even more than his predeces

soro Poinsett 1.s replacement was Anthony Butler, a man who had never · 

held an important civil position, who was totally unacquainted with the 

Spanish language, and who described himself as "a perfect novice in 

diplomacyo,;l Butler's mission chiefly ~s to wrest Texas away from Mex

ico, and, as an aside, he was ostensibly to protect the lives and pro

perty of American citizens and collect the claims of his countrymen owed 

them by the Mexican governmento Butler succeeded only in signing two 

treaties previously negotiated by Poinsett as an inducement to get 

Mexico to open negotiations on Texas... In addition, Butler successfully 

radiated gloom and perpetuated anger throughout his six-year tenure in 

Mexico--until that republic was forced to request.his recallo 

With the passing of Jackson and Butler from office, a rejuvenated 

· foreign policy· toward Mexico was initiated.. The claims, so long in ar

rears assumed first priority in American foreign policy in 18360 The 

legality of the American claims was well founded and an accepted fact, 

not only to Spanish-Americans but to the entire world as wello A 

national and an international tribunal in 1839 recognized them as such .. 

This made the United States as firm in the legal belief of its claims as 

it was in doggedly pursuing the adjustment and payment of these 

1!o Ex .. ~o, 351, 25th Cong0, 2nd Sesso, pp .. 381-82., 
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outstanding debts.. More than once the claims of the American government 

would result in a severe exchange of accusations which, in turn, would 

threaten the severance of .diplomatic relations between the two countries 

--and did once in fact .. 

The United States, it could be said, persisted with coIIDI1.endable 

forbearance toward Mexico in its campaign to secure a final settlement 

of these claims .. Such a forbearance was unexampled when compared to the 

French solution of attempting to exact payment for its claims against 

Mexico, although they were much smaller than those of the United States .. 

The French took to arms and invaded the country in the "Pastry War" 
. . 

episode of 1838 .. 2 Although the United States had lawful grounds for 

declaring war to exact payment for its debts, it chose rather to nego

tiate its grievances and avoid war if possiblee 

In 1837 President Andrew Jackson had reconunended war., The United 

States Senate informed President Martin Van Buren that it was willing to 

back any executive decision he deemed necessary to secure payment of the 

claims, including reprisals of·war., But the Senate did recommend a more 
. . 

peaceable solution.,3 By the 'time Polk had become President, relations 

between the United States and Mexico had reached such a nadir that he 

was willing to declare war over the issue., On May 9, 1846, with the 

consent of his cabinet, Polk ma.de plans to draft a message to present to 

Congress requesting a declaration 9f war~ basi~ his reasons chiefly on · 

the unpaid claims., Before the message could .be drafted, however,. he 

received word that General Zachary Taylor0 s army of dragoons had been 

2 . . . . ,. . . . ., ...... "'. . . . . " . . . . " 
British Foreign and. State. Papers, XXVII, pp., 1176-1214., 

3congressional Globe, IV, 24th Congress, 2nd Session, pp .. 193-94 .. 
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attacked on American soil (in Texas), and the war had begune4 

If the continued refusal of Mexico to settle the Texas territorial 

boundaries angered the United States, the constant pressure by the North 

Americans to settle the claims infuriated the Mexicans, thus setting the 

stage for a tragicomic drama that would last for twenty yearse Mexico 

during these years had a strange mixture of gifted and sincere diplomats 

contrasted with some of America's most bumbling demagogues.. Alaman and 

Rejon were master diplomats, men who instantly commanded respect and 

were tenacious patriots and ardent nationalistse Santa Anna, on the· 

other hand, 

was an actor unsurpassed; he was a master of the dramatic 
entrance and the commanding exit;oeQand his extravagant·dis
play of personal glory eclipsed even that of Napoleono He 
was the supreme egotist; he made vanity a profession, bombast 
a fine art, treach5ry a specialty; he was faithless to men, 
women, and causeso · 

These unfortunate anomalies in Mexican politics plagued the country; 

there were no less than seventeen presidents holding office between 1825 

and 1846, and probably as many secretaries of state, although no specif

ic count is availableo All such changes brought new approaches to 

foreign policyQ Notwithstanding, the grievances between the two coun

tries lasted too long and were too much at variance for either country 

to settle amicably--even from the beginningo 

There were two sides to the argument over Texas, and an equal num

ber over the claims0 Morally the United States was within its rights to 

recognize Texas' independence, as that event was brought about much in 

the same manner as that of the United Stateso In the eyes of the world, 

4Quaife, ppo 384-860 

5Herring, Po 2960 
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Texas had earned its freedom and ·was entitled to ito Mexico after 1836 

never again attempted to subjugate its rebellious provinceo This e:xB.m!

ple of inactio·n has often been cited as a license that insured Texas' 

freedom. ·Therefore, other nations were not offending Mexico's honor by 

recognizing the former provinceo The events of Texas independence were 

often cited as analogous to the way and manner in which Mexico had 

gained freedom from Spa.in-and therefore it was right.. The United 

States and other nations may have had moral law in their favor, but 

Mexico had legal right on its sideo By treaty and by inheritance from 

Spain, Mexico was the legal owner of Texas, and at no time had Mexico 

ever acknowledged the independence of that recalcitrant province .. · The 
. I . 

United States conveniently overlooked the legal stipulation, arguing 

that morally Texas was free and.should be treated as such. Washington 

officials continually t.urned a deaf ear toward Mexico's position on 

Texas--and Mexicans returned the compliment on the claims question. 

The clams arguments presented essentially the same debate. Mexico 

recognized the validity of the American clams and seemed to be willing 

to pay them, especially after 18390 The United States perennially 

argued that Mexico should honor them on demand and that Mexico should 

accept American documents as presented without question and without the 

benefit of investigating them for itself., The Americans persisted in 

this approach as strongly as did the Mexicans adhere to theirs. Mexico, 

· it would seem, was right in insisting that it be allowed to investigate 

the claims for legitimacy, especially after having been presented a bill 

for $690,000 for the seizure of bottled beer. The United States without 

pause demanded its due, knowing full well that the Mexican treasury was 

always near depletion and that the Mexican ability to pay was almost 
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nonexistent, although Mexico was bound by treaty to settle the claimso 

Evidence clearly indicates that Mexico probably would have (at 

length) paid the .claims if the United States had not annexed Texas •. But 

when that event became obvious to the Mexicans over a year before it 

happened, they found every pretext not to pay their debts .. 
. . . . . 

Historians have concluded that if Mexico had been willing to nego-

tiate the international boundary lines bordering Texas or had traded 

that province to settle the claims, as Tyler wanted them to do, the Mex

ican War would ne,;.er have been·necessaryo A1;1 a result of this study 

that assumption seems trueo However, Mexico felt it was more honorable 

to lose Texas by war than bart.er it away peaceably a M~xico would no 

more sell Texas or upper California than would an American president 
. . 

have sold Missouri or upper Louisiana to Mexicoo 6 ·conclusively Mexico 

started the war to avenge its legal rights while the United States 

fought back on moral groundso 

6Bem.is, Diplomatic History, po 2210 
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